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. ~. Organiutional Justice 

Absttact 

We ... view the Iiteralule on fairness as it applies to wad< organizations. In beping with 

contemporary research. we dis1inguisb between rwo typeS of justice. Disttibutive justice refers to 

the fairness of the O11U:Omes received as a result of an allocation decision. Procedural justice 

refers to the fairness of the procedures used to make allocation decisions. Two aspects of . . . 
plocedural justice are commonly SIIldied. formal structures (e.g .• ~ and the interpersonal 

treaanent sbown (e.g.. dilmiLY and lllSIIf4it). Both distribntive and procedural justice are 

imponant determinants of wod< outcomes. although each is associated with a somewhat different 

set of criteria. Furthermore. procedures and outcomes interact to predict a variety of 

organizationally-relevant variables. Finally. we discuss recent research applying justice conceprs 

to sevural organizational pbenomena: strategic planning. staflIng decisioos. drug screening. 

organizational image. informal conflictresolulion. layoffs. organizational citizeosbip behavior. 

and employee theft. 
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• ~, .. Organizational Justice 

Progress in Organizational Justice: Tunneling Througb the Maze 

One of the topics of greatest interest to scientists in the fields of industrial-organizational 

psychology. human resources man.gemen~ and organizational behavior in recent years has been 

or,Pni7!!tiOllal ju,stioe--people's peroeptions of fairness in orpnizations. Wbether we're talking 

about the fairness of large-scale orpnizational policies. such as pay systems, or individual 

practices at the local level, such as derennining priorities for vacation scheduling in an office, 

questions of fairness on the job are ubiquitous. As both scientists and practitioners have become 

sensitive to the importance of such matters, the literature on organizational justice has 

proliferated. Wimess, for example, the large number of bouks (e.g., Cropanzano, 1993; Folger 

& Cropanzano, in press; Greenberg. 1996.; Sheppard. Lewicki. & Minton, 1993; Steensma & 

Vermunt, 1991; Tyler. 1990; Vermunt & Steensma, 1991), and conceptual articles (e.g .. 

Brockner & Weisenfeld, in press; Folger. 1994; Greenberg, 1990a, 1993c; Lind, 1995; Lind & 

Earley, 1992; Tyler & Dawes, 1993; Tyler & Lind, 1992; Tyler & Sruith, in press) that have 

appeared in recent years. Fnrther evidence of the topic's current appeal is reflected by the fact that 

organizational justice consistently has been among the most popular topics of papers submitted 

for consideration on the program of the Organizational Behavior Division of the Academy of 

Management during the years 1993-1995. From our perspective, attention to matters, of 

organizational justice appears to show no sign of abating in the foreseeable fUture. 

With the recent growth in contributions to the organizational jostice literature, the need 

has arisen to gain perspective on the field-to assess where it has been and where it is going. 

Insofar as previous reviews of the literature have covered earlier periods. in the present review 

we will concentrate on work appealing between 1990 and 1995-a span during which 

considerable growth may have left observers of the organizational jostice literature feeling 

somewhat uncertain as to its major issues and directions. We attempt to rentedy t1tis situation in 

the present Chapter. Specifically, we intend to shed light on recent progress in the f .. ld of 

organizational jostice by "tunneling through the maze" of ideas it has generated-bigblighting 
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• Organizational Justice 

mllior conceptual and applied advances. and putting them in perspective. In doing so. we hOpe 10 

help readers see light at the end of the tunnel that may encourage them 10 enter. and that will 

guide them in their journey IOward understanding organizational justice. 

Justice: Its Fundamenta\ Nature in Organizations 

Before starting this journey. it is important 10 specify our orientation. In keeping with 

social seience tradition. our treatment of justice is ~p\etelr descriptive in orientation-focusing 

on people's perceptions of what constimtes fairness. and their reactions to unfair simations. This 

is in contrast to the large body of wO[x in moral philosophy (e.g .• for a review. see Cohen & 

Greenberg. 1982) which is inherently pre.<eriptive. specifying what should be done 10 achieve 

justice (for more on this distinction. see Greenberg & Bies. 1992). As such. when organizational 

scientists talk about justice. they generally are referring to individoal perceptions, one's 

evaluations as to the appropriateness of a given outcome or process. Thus, as the tenn is used

here. jwstice is $'hPitive-as perceived by a person. 

Questions about justice arise whenever decisions are made about the allocation of 

resources. For example. in organizations the manner in which profits are disbursed among 

investors or pay is distributed 10 employees may animate justice concerns. Indeed. the very fact 

that people worle in order 10 receive econonrlc gains (e.g.. pay) and social benefilS (e.g .• StalUS) 

suggests that organizations are settings in which matters of justice are lilrely 10 be salient 

(Greenberg & Tyler. 19870). Given the centrality of these outcomes for work life. it should t :;:;:rise that fairness is something that individuals me '" define their re!ationsbjps 10 

. It is with this idea in mind. thal Greenberg (1987) coined the term 

"organizational justice" 10 refer 10 theories of social and interpersonal fairness that may be applied 

to understanding behavior in organizations. In this connection it is important to note that 

concerns ahout fairness are not unique 10 organizations and that much of our Understanding of 

justice is hased on other settings and disciplines (for reviews. see Bierhoff. Cohen & Greenberg. 

1986; Cohen. 1986; Greenberg & Cohen. 1982a; Tyler & Smith. in press). However. as we will 

illustrate in this chapter. organizations have proven to be a rich venue for studying matters of 
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fairness. Indeed. we bave learned a g<eat deal about organizations by studying justice and. great 

deal about justice by examining it within olJlll1izations. 

In general. the study of organizational justice has focused on two major issues: 

employees' responses to the things they receive-that is. o!!lCO!!!eS. and the means by which 

they obtain these ouu:omes-tbat is. pmg;dures. It is almost iautological to claim that all 

allocation decisions are about outcomes. In fact, wade settings may be characterl",d by the 

outcomes 'lemming from them. For example. perfOlmance appnUsal results in some rating or 

ranking. a promotion decision culminates i~ a new job, a pay review results in a raise. a selection 

interview results in a hiring decision. and so on. Of course. outcomes also can be negative as 

well as positive. For example. decisions are also made about bow to punisb a poor performer. 

and whom to lerntinate during cutbacks. Allocations result in a certain configuration or pattern 

whereby some individuals get more and others get less. Individuals' evaluations of these 

outcomes are referred to as judgments of cjj,$jbHlWi justice (Leventhal. 1976a). 

Although COltcefOS about distributive justice are critical in organizations. and were the 

first form of justice to capture the anention of organizational scientists (see Greenberg. 1987a), 

they comprise only part of the story where organizational justice is concerned. Outcomes do not 

simply appear; they result from a speciftc set of process or procedures. For example, people may 

raise questions about IIlll1l their performance ratings. promotion decisions. pay raises, or 

selection decisions were de1ermined. Were these based on procedures that are themselves fair? 

As we will detail in this cbapter, people's pereeptions of the fairness of the procedures used to 

determine allocations-referred ~.~ .. III .~ of considerable importance in 

organizations. Indeed, there are many benefits that result from perceived fair procedures, and 

problems !bat resuh from perceived unfair procedures. 

Insofar as the concept of procedural justice was introdoced into the study of organizations . 
during a period in which interest in distributive justice was waning (Folger & Greenberg, 1985; 

Greenberg & Folger. 1983) it quickly became the cenrer of anentinn among justice researchers 

(Greenberg & Tyler. 1987). Not Surprisin!¥. conremporary empirical work has empbasised 
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Organizational Justice 6 

procedural justice. The balance of material in the present chapter reflects this trend: Although we 

• review recent investigations of both typeS of fairness. pmrMnra1 un'iz Ayes somewhat more 

'fO" Jll'Dtjon. This skew reflects only the prevailing balance of attention in the.literalUre. and nolOur 

judgment about their relative importance. Indeed, we have advOCaled the imponance of both 

distributive and procedural justice in our own work (e.g., Folger & Cropanzano, in press;· 

Greenberg, 19960) .. 

In the first half of this chapter we will ieview the latest advances in both distributive 

justice and procedural justice. We will discuss the basic concepts and review recenl evidence 

examining these concepts within work organWuions. Following a bistorical perspective, we will 

fu:st examine distributive justice and then move III procedural justice. In the third section we will 

discuss recent evidence concerning the manner in which these two typeS of justice operate jointly 

10 predicl work outcomes. Then, in the second half of the chapter we will review organizational 

justice research focusing on applications. Specifically, we will describe evidence demonstrating 

the role of justice in various organizational practices and phenomena. such as strategic planning, 

staffmg, drug testing, coofliCl-resolution, layoffs, organizational citizenship behavior, and 

employee theft. Throughoul this chapter we will nol only critically analyze the presenl state of 

knOWledge, bUI also make recommendarlons for new directions that deserve III be taken in the 

fUlUre. 

Distributive Justice 

The concepl of distributive justice can be traced hack III Aristotle's Nichomachean E!hjcs: 

"thaI which is manifested in distributions of bon our or money or the things thai fall III be divided 

among those wbo have. share in the constitution" (Ross, 1925, Book V, p. 1130). However, it 

was Homans (1961) whose conceptualization provided the modem roots of attention III 

- )J- distrihotive jus~. According III Homans' "rule of distributive justice." it is expected among 

.:If.. tJ ~1=' III a sociaJ exchange relationship: (1) that the rewards of eacb will be proportional 10 the 
tI'tl !tI" oM"v. costs of each. and (2) that net rewards, or profits, will be proportional 10 their investments. 

~ Extending this concept III the context of organizations, Adams (1965) proposed his theory of 

,-'-
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Organizational Justice 7 

inequity, according to which people are motivaJed to avoid the !ensiQ.n that results from states in 

which the ratio of one's own outcomes (i.e., rewards) compared to one's inputs (Le., 

contributions) is unequal to the corresponding ratio of a comparison other. Complele historical 

overviews of these concepts are beyond the scope of the present worl<; for more information the 

reader is inviled to consult Coben and Greenberg (1982), Greenberg (1982), TOmblom (1990) 

and Tyler & Smith (in press). Following me lead nf these earlier works, a distinction may be 

made between studies of how people judge and respond to unfair distributions (i.e., research 

focusing on recipients' behavior) and people's decisions about the allocation norms that should 

be followed (Le .. research focusing on aII0cat0rs' behavior). Several studies within each 

category have been conducted in recent years. 

Reactions to Allocation Outcomes 

The study of distributive justice in organizations today focuses primarily on people's 

pereeptions of the fairDw of the outcomes <benefits or punishments) they recej,ve-that is, their 

evaluations of the end stale of the allocation process. In keeping with traditional equity theorY 

research (for a review, see Greenberg, 1982), contemporary studies have found that people lend 

to be less satisfied with outcomes they perceive to be unfair than those they perceive to be fair. 

Such perceptions have been shown to result in P""" pedonna_ (e.g .. Cowberd & Levine, 

1992; Pfeffer & Langton, 1993) and high rates of withdrawal bebav.ior. such as tlJmO'lf';f and 

~sm (e.g., Hulin, 1991; Schwarzald, Koslowsky, & Sha1it, 1992). In view of these 

costly consequences of perceived distributive injustice. and follOwing from earlier 

conceptualizations (e.g .. Leventhal, Karuza, & Fry, 1980), recent work has focused on 

l. nDdffi'itandjoa the procefW by which indiyiduals form judgments of distributive fairne.q 

This process is more complex than one may expect on an intuitive basis. It is not sjmpl¥ 

the case that people's perceptions of fairness are determinnd exclusively by seif-fvIjjllip, 

Jil2!!..ve8-that is, the more one gets, the more satisfied one is (although this motive is polent, to 

be sure; Greenberg, 1983, 1987b). One's absolUIe level of resources, in and of itself, is only ooe 

determinant of fairness (SUDuners & Hendrix, 1991; Sweeoey, McFarlin, & Inderrieden, 1990). 

-------- - ---, 



Organizational Justice 8 

Rather. individuals base their evaluations of distributive justice-not only one what they receive. 

but as suggested by Homans (1961) and Adams (1965). what they receive rela!jye to some 

standard or referenL Although the comparative nature of distributive standards is rooted in 

1 theory. CQIlfuRion bas long existed in the literature avo the choice of comparison standards 

(Austin. 1977). . 

This is especially true in organizations. where mmparison standank are ofren social in 

nature. For example. people may evaluate the fairness of thcir own pay by comparing it to the 

pay believed to be received by someone else. There are also other referent standards that may be 

used. For example, people may compare the adequacy of the. rewards they receive to their 

expectations. needs. or general societal norms. This practice is quite plausible insofar as the 

value of many organizational outcomes cannot be classified objectively. Consequently. these 

evaluations can be based solely on soci:a1 comparisons. Consider. for example, an outcome such 

as pay. The fairness of a specific level of PH)' may be ditTteuh to cvabJate in the absence of 

information about job tille. the pay of spUar gthers. OJ'tC~s pay bjstOC)', and the like. Only by 

reference to such standards can pay outcomes be judged as "adequate" or "inadequate." These 

issues are diseussed in greater detail by Kulik and Ambrose (1992). and also bave been the 

subject of recent researcb. 

lllustrating the dynamics of referent standards. Sweeoey. McFarlin. and Inderrieden 

(1990) measured pay satisfactinn. actual saJary. and various sorts of referents (including both 

social comparisons and personal expectations) in three 1arge-sca1e survey studies. They found 

that although salary level was related to satisfaction. the various referents contributed substantial 

variance beyond objective information about the amount of one's income. Apparently, 

satisfaction with outcomes is determined not only by the magnitude of the outcomes received. but 

also by how these outComes compare to referent standards. 

The results of sucb comparisons have been found to affect important organizational 

outcomes. Consider. for example. Schwarzwald et a1.'s (1992) field study of work attitudes and 

absenteeism among individuals being considered for promotion. After failing to earn new 
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positions. individuals had increases in absenteeism. and experienced lower feelings of 

commitment and higher feelings of inequity. The _hers reasoned that the promoted 

coworkers acted as referents. That is. individuals who were not initially disadvantaged now felt 

inequitably underpaid relative to those who had earned a promotion. Such inequities can have 

/ 

adverse effects on job performance. For example. Cowherd and Levine (1992) found that 

wori<ers produced higher quality products when there was only a small pay differential between 

themselves and managers compared to when this differential was large. To the extent that large 

differences may have been perceived to be undeserved in view of relative work contributions. it 

follows from equity thenry that people wonld withhold their inPuts, thereby accountiog for the 

results. This fmding is consistent with several classic tests of equity theory reportiog that 

inequitably underpaid individuals produce low quality goods (for a review. see Greenberg. 

1982). 

1::; 
A limitation of these smdies-indeed, of most distnbutive justice research-is that the 

investigators measured people's referents and fairness perceptions at ouly a single point in time. 

This is problematic insofar as people's choices of referents may be dynatnic and adjust to 

changing conditions. This possibility was demonstrated in a longitudinal smdy by Stepina and 

Perrewe (1991). These researchers first measured employees' comparative referents with regard 

to four job facets: compensation. security. job complexity. and supervision. Then. two years 

later these measures were readministered to the satne participants. With regard to the security. job 

complexity. and supervision facets. referent choice was stable among those who perceived 

themselves to be advantaged relative to their referents. In contrast. those who believed 

I 
themselves to be relatively disadvantaged were more liJrely to select a new (and lower) referent. b thereby producing greater felt equity. However. for the compensation facet, consistent standards 

~ _.,. were used throughout the two-year period. People were less lilrely to alter their compensation 
• \ 1 -

.~;.4" referents and ~tained the satne points of comparison for the duration of the smdy. This -

" stability existed even among emploYees who felt they were disadvantaged. Insofar as these 

, 
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fmdings iIIustnlte the dynamic nature of referent comparisons-at least with respect to some 

dimensions-care needs to be exercised in interpreting people's reactions to inequity. 

We close this section by pointing to some unfmisbed ~iness: drawing a distinction 

between outcomes that are unfayorable, and those that are:unIiW: from a distributive justice 

perspective. An unfavorable outcome is one that it nOl as adyantSW'ous as. if W'd be, ~hereas an 

unfair outcome is one that is lower than it mould be compared to some referenL Indeed. 

receiving a low allocation of a deaired resource may be considered quite fair to the extent that 

one's limited contributinns so meriL Although this distinction is concep1Ually explicit. some 

researcbets have been more careful about separating these two constructs than others (for 

discussions of this problem. see Flinder & Haunstein. 1994; Lind & Tyler. 1988; Lowe & 

Vodanovich. 1995). To take.!lllLtwo examples. both Cropanzano and Folger (1991) and 

Brockner and Wiesenfeld (in press~ the two tenDs jn-'>'.geallly. This practice creates 

cgpsiilemble copceplnaJ ronfusion insofar as it can become unclear whether certain predictions or 

findings apply to outcomes that are inequitable. or simply unfavorable. Accordingly. we 

i- encourage future researcbets to be more careful about distinguishing between these two tenns. 

Reward Allocation Behavior 

Thus far. we have discussed distributive justice only from the perspective of the person 

who receives the allocation. If that allocation is believed to be inappropriate relative to some 

Standard. then the recipient is likely to experience distributive injustice. However. following the 

work of Leventhal (1976a). we also can consider distribotive jnstice from the perspective of the 

individual malting the allocation. Indeed. several recent studies (e.g .• Kabanoff. 1991; Skitka & 

Tetlock, 1992) have examined the rules by which decision makers distribote resources. 

Perhaps the easiest way to describe decision rules is to start with the case that is 

presumed to be pbilosophically "pure" -that is. a situation in which self·interest is eliminated. a 

condition nf impartiality. To achieve this hypothetical state. the philusopher John Rawls (1971) 

proposed a thought experiment referred to as the "original position." hnagine that a group of 

people have assembled to plan a future society. They possess a rudimentary understanding of 

- - - - ------_._._-_._------- - - -



Organizational Justice 11 

human nature, interpersOnal relationships, and so on. However, they know absolutely nothing 

about the future economy, technology, or challenges that their new civilization will face. The 

pJanners even lack knowledge about themselves and the other people with whom they will be 

sharing their new society. No one knows what their own social position, abilities. and even 

preferences will be. 10 other words. everyone in the planning group is working from behind a 

"veil of ignorance.' It is impossible 10 be self-serving when one does not even know one's own 

interests! Under these conditions. Rawls (1971) believed that individuals would decide to divide 

benefits in • way that made the worst-off persoD as well-off as possible. 10 other words. things 

would probably be allocaled based on a rule of !!!!!!!!lity, or perhaps eyen. (cf. Deutsch. 

1975). 

The conditions necessary to test Rawls' (1971) supposition can never exist in the real 

world. No one can actually set·up a new society behind a veil of ignorance. However, the 

"original position" can be approximaled in the laboratory. 10 two imaginative experiments, 

Lissowski. Tyszka, and Okrasa (1991) bad Polish undergraduates perform an experimental task. 

Before beginning. the students bad to agree on a payment rule; some individuals could be paid 

more generously than others. After (or iO the group bad reached a decision. individuals were 

assigned to their payment condition by tOL The bulk of these groups were able to reach 

consensus regarding a payment rule. However. they did not behave as suggested by Rawls 

(1971). Instead. subjects selected a distribution principle that maximire4 the average jncome (not 

,r ~the min.im~ income, as Rawls suggested). whUe simultaneo'1sly QlPintaining a so-called ".float 

~ :;fv' construlnL" That is, individuals also retained a minimum income for the worst-off member of 

their "society.' Similar results were obtained by Frohlich. Oppenheimer. and Eavy (1987 .. 

1987b) using samples of American and Canadian subjects. Although this situation is artificial in 

the extreme. the findings underscore a key poinc When allocators do no know what outcomes 

will benefit themselves. they take stepS to ensure their own well-being. and that of all concerned. 

The implications of this fact come into focus when we consider that people generally 

make allocatjon d!:QI!jODS with some SpecifIC purpose in rulnd-typically either normative (e.g .• 
• 
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Organizational Justice 12 

t 
being fair) or iQstrumentai (e.g .. stimulating perfonnance or maintaining harmony) in nature 

(Greenberg & Coben. 1982b; Skitka & TetJock, 1992). For example. Kabanoff (1991). James 

(1993). and Martin and Harder (1994) all mainlain that people in North American organizations 

are likely to distribute economic resources based upon a rule o~-;. That is. rewards are 

assigned on the basis of merit: Those who contribute the most. earn the most. Kabanoff(1991) 

argues that equity distributions are used to spur productivity (for additional evidence see also 

James. 1993). The basic idea is simple (and cOnsistent with expectancy theory; Vroom. 1964): 

To the extent that better pelforrners receive higber rewards. people desiring these rewards will 

strive to a!lain higb levels of pelformance (cf. DeulSCh. 1975. 1985). 

However. the malter appears to be more comp1icated than decision makers may realize. 

Although research does suggest that equitable rewards can boost pnsitive worle behaviors. such 

as worle pelformance (Greenberg. 19900; Sbeppard et al .• 1993). this is by no means a forgone 

conclusion. The problem managers face is in ensuring that individuals on the low end of the pay 

scale will perceive their pay as equitable. Those who receive the allocations may not have the 

same per<:eptions as those who make them. If they do no~ then it seems possible that an attempt 

to create equity from the organization's perspective could create unfair resource dispersion from 

the perspective of disadvantaged employees. To the extent that this occurs. the pelformance-

~ boosting benefits of "equity" (as defined by the persons assigning the outcomes) will simply not 

result. In fact, performance may even decline (cf. Greenberg & Coben. 1982). 

Evidence bearing on this point is provided in a noteworthy study by Pfeffer and Davis

Blake (1992) examining "wage dispersion" (i.e .• variability in salary) among university and 

college administrators. When wap:; dispersion was high. turnover was lower amon& individual:; 

with high Wanes and higher among individuals with low salaries. In a follow-up study among 

university and college faculty. pfeffer and Langton (1993) fouud that aasal'a dilipersion 

jpqeaWiresearcb paxlyclivilY drQwed and faclIIJ¥ beca.., Ie" collab<Kalive. Harder (1992) 

reacbed sirni1ar conclusions in a study of professional athletes. To the extent that the colleges and . 

universities were attempting to achieve pay equity (and it seems unlikely that they would be 
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doing otherwise), their efforts would appear 10 have failed. Not only did perlonnance fail 10 

improve, but in some cases it declined. This is not 10 say that equity is unimportanl In fact, 

Greenberg (199Oa), Kulik and Ambrose (1992), Sheppard et aI. (1993), and Cropanzano and 

Randall (1993) all review evidence demonsttating that equit,y can indee:d lead to positive wmt 

behaviors. fIowever the eguitahle recJjnes that produce &My; benefits arc bared on the 

pe;rreptioos of the m:ipient and 'My: IDlY riot mjncicJe with ,bay; of the decision maker. 

Our discussion thus far has focused on only one organizatiohal rewarc:\-i>ay. Although 

money is a critically important reward in organizations (Miceli, 1993; Miceli & Lane, 1991), it is 

not the only reward that is distributed. Indeed, in their classic resource exchange theory, Foa and 

Foa (1974) have described a variety of valued resources that may he allocated following different 

normarive standards than those which may he used for distributing money. In keeping with this 

tradition. the allocation of non-economic outcomes has been studied in two in~basket experiments 

,l. conduC1ed by Martin and Harder (1994). Participants in these studies were managers who were 
'f"Jrr" 

" .... ,~)6 asked 10 divide hypothetical rewards hetween recipients. Some of the rewards were fmancial 
J.;,. 4' .... t 1.\ (e.g., profits) and others were socioemotional (e.g., friendliness). The researchers found that 

different types of rewards were allOCa1ed following different standards. Specifically. whereas 
d.,l· 

SJlSjoemotional rewards were most frequently divided'lQllllll.y, fjnancia1lf'W"/S were most 

frequently divided in accordance with people's relative contributinns (i.e.. equitably). These 

fhalings suggest that although it may he considered distributively fair 10 distinguish between . 

recipients with respect to fmancial rewards. considered 10 be deserved by virtue of meritorious 

contributions, socioemotional rewards are not considered suitable for distinction in this manner. 

Rather. socioemotional rewards deserve 10 be provided equally 10 all. regardless of their 

perlormance-relevant contributions. This is in keeping with research showing that allocalOrs are 

reluctant to distinguish between recipients with whom they have friendly relations (for a review 

and conceptna1 model. see Greenberg & Cohen. 1982b). 

Another variable shown 10 influence the ma1ring of reward-allocation decisions is national 

culture (for a review. see Gergen. Morse. & Gergen. 1980). As Greenberg (1982) concluded a 
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decade-and-a-half ago after reviewing cross-cultural differences in the use of justice nonns. 

"cultural oonns of various itations appear to make the equity nonn more or less prevalen~' (p. 

424). Among the most reliable cultum! differences found has been the tendency for people from 

,;,t"k&tivistic societies, such as the Chinese. to prefer equal allocations insofar as these promote 

group harmony. and for people from in4i,vidnaJisti& societies. suCh as Americans. to.prefer . . 
g;pnqmle allocations insefar as allocations proportional to contributions promote productivity 

(Miles & Greenberg. 1993). Although such findings are consistent with Hofstede's (1980) 

conceptualization of culture, an emphasis on cultum! differences diverts attention from the more 

immediate situational demands of a social setring. Recognizing this possibility. James (1993) 

and Triandis (1994) have raised the possibility that different cultureS may value different 

transaCtional goals. and that these may be met by following different a1Iocation practices. 

Testing this notion. Bond, Leung. and Schwartz (1992. Study 1) had undergraduates 

from Israel and Hong Kong allocate rewards among members of • wode group and indicate why 

they had made their allocation decisions. Interestingly. they found that the preferred distributions 

were largely based on subjects' expectancies that their decisions would produce positive 

:i consequences. In other words. the decision was not based on what was valued by their culture. 

but instead on the outcomes one could expect to obtain: Sobjects followed either equity or 

equality, depeoding on their beliefs about the consequences of doing so. Cultural differences by 

themselves did a limited job of predicting allocation behavior. 

Cben (1995) has suggested that this may be the case because cultum! differences are 

subject to change over time. and thaI multiple cullum! forces may make preferences for allocation 

nonns uncertain. Moreover, cultural differences in sensitivity to various goals is dynamic in 

nature. For example, there have been recent shifts in goal priorities within both American and 

Chinese comparties: Ainerican organizations have become more humanistic, and less likely to be 

dri",n purely by profit, whereas Chinese organizations (following reforms initiated in 1978) 

have become more profit-driven, and less driven by interest in achieving harmony. As a resuh of 

these changes. Chen (1995) predicted that employees of contemporaty American organizations 

. __ ._--- -- - ---.-------
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would prefer equal allocations of material rewards whereas their Chinese counterparts would. 

prefer equitable allocations. Cben had large numbers of American and Chinese employees of 

various companies, and at various levels, complete an in-basket exetci.se that allowed them to 

express preferences for various reward-allocation practices. It was found that allocation 

preferences were in keeping with the cultural shifts Cbeo described: Americans were more likely 

to make equal allocations of rewards, whereas the Chinese were more likely to make equitable 

allocations of rewards. Although these findings are completely opposite of those long noted, they 

J" i illustrate the same dynamic in operation: People make reward allocation decisions that are 

q~ f ,,/ consistent with the goals that are salient at the time, and these may well be reliably differentiated 

Vi (}IIV ~I by culture. In fact, it is precisely because of this reversal that our confidence in the validity of this 
.. )0"":' ~ 
~ 1\" ~r pbeoomenon is enhanced. 

p'.~ 
r~ 

Procedural Justice 

In the mid 1970. several theorists (e.g .• Deutsch, 1975. Leventhal, 1976b; Thib.ut & 

Walker, 1975) fllSt caJ1ed our anention to the idea that justice demands paying attention nol only 

to the "ends" of social exchange, but also to the ''means" whereby those ends are anained. As 

noted earlier, this idea has been referred to as proceduraljustice-the perceived fairness of the 

procedures used to determine outcomes. Thibuut and Walker's (1975) research comparing 

various legal systems led to the conclusion that procedures perceived to be fair are ones that give 

people. voice in the procedures affecting them. Around this same time, Leventhal (1976b, 1980; 

Leventhal el aI., 1980) proposed that fair processes involve more than just voice. He argoed that 

procedures may be considered fair to the extent that they adhere to si. criwia--theyare: aPPlied! 

consistendy, free from biss, accurate, correctable, representative of all concerns, and based on 

prevailing ethical standards. A few years later, Greenberg and his associates (e.g., Folger & 

Greenberg, 1985; Greenberg, 1987.; Greenberg & Folger, 1983; Greenberg & Tyler, 1987) 

articulated how the concept of procedural justice may be applied to the study of organizations. 

The subsequent work in this area has been considerable (for reviews, see Greenberg, 199Oa, 

, 
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1996; Sheppard et aI .• 1993; Tyler & Smith. in press). and bas seen a great deal of coocepwaJ 

aod practical development dwiJlg the period covered by this review. 

Perhaps the major reason for the popularity of the study of procedural justice in 

16 

organizations is that fair procedures have been assgciatM with a wide variety of desirable 

outcolJ1CS. For example. substantial evidence has demonstrated that procMnrally faV;tre~tment 

makes individuals more accepting of SI1lIIking bans (Greenberg. 1994a). pay systems (Miceli. 

1993; Miceli & Lane. 1991). parentalIeave policies (Grover. 1991). and disciplinary action:> 

(Ball. Treviilo. & Sims. 1994). In fac~ justice concerns appear to feature prominently in virtually 

all human resource interventions (for reviews see Folger & Cropanzano. in press; Greenberg. 

1996a; Tyler & Smith. in press). Generally. people are more accepting of decisions that result 

from fair procedures than those that result from uofair procedures. 

Furthennore. peqole who ilCCCDI: organizational decisions tend to cooperate with authori!y 

figures (Lind. 1995; Tyler & Dawes. 1993; Tyler & Und. 1992). This occurs even among 

people who are harmed or inconvenienced by their organizations in some way-the very 

individuals whose favor may be diff'lCult to court. For example. Tyler and Degoey (1995) found 

that the more strongly individuals believed that offICials went ahout making water-rationing 

decisions on a fair basis. the more likely they were to cooperate with those decisions. Similarly. 

Greenberg (19940) found that smokers more strongly accepted a smoking han when they 

.,,-::.. ~ •. believed it was imposed by their company following fair procedures than wben following uofair 

~ '~f"..t procedures. In another contex~ Schaobroeck, May. and Brown (1994) fouod that salaried 

__ J'< employees reacted less negatively to a pay freeze when that freeze was implemented in a 

procedumlly fair fashion than when it was implemented in an unfair fashion. Similarly. 

Greenberg (199Ob) found that people were less likely to stea1 in response to pay cuts when these 

appeared to be the result of fair procedures than when they stemmed from unfair procedures. 

Taken together. these findings illustrate that the effectiveness of organizatinnal procedures may 

be enhanced by ineorpomting process attributes that are pe=ived to be fair. 

---_.- -------------- --
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( ,..b·A However. the matter is more involved than this. Employees use their experiences with 
•• 
~ fair or unfair allocation procedures as infonnation that reflects on the mpnization as a wbole. As 

such, procedUJlll fairness may be used as the basis by which people establish larger relationships 

with their employers, enhancing their loyalty toward the organization and their willingness to 

exert effort on its behalf (Tyler & Undo 1992). In this regard. research has shown ihat compared 

to those who believe that their organizations' decision-making processes are unfair. those who 

perceive them to be fair exhibit higher levels of organizational comntitmenl (Tyler. 1991). greater 

In1SI in managemenl (Konovsky & Pugh. 1994). lower turnover intentions (Dailey & Kirk. 

1992). a lower likelihood of litigation (Bies & Tyler. 1993). more generous citizenship behaviors 

(Konovsky & Pugh. 1994; Organ & Moorman, 1993), and to some extent, higher job 

performance (although the evidence for this connection is tentative, see Gilliland, 1994; 

Konovsky & Cropanzano, 1991; Lee, 1995). 

Clearly, procedUJlll justice has wide-ranging beneficial effects on organizational 

functioning. In this light, we will exantine the components of procedural justice in more detail. 

When people make fairness evaluations they appear to be sensitive to two distincl "focal 

determinants" (Greenberg. 1mb): structural derennjnants-!hose dealing with the 

environmental context within which interaction occurs. and social detenniWlllt.r-those dealing 

with the treatmenl of individuals. We will now tum our attention 10 each of these. Following this 

discussion, we will address the issue of. procedUJlll justice produces the beneficial effects 

described ahove. 

From a sttucntral perspective a procedure may be considered procedurally fair to the 

extent that il is based on explicil formal organizational policies that people expect to lead to fair 

distributions (Greenberg. 1mb). The central issue investigated in this regard has to do with 
~ 

identifying the specific detenninants of procedural fairness. Both Tbihaul and Walker's (1975) 

findings aboul the importance of voice and Leventhal's (1976b. 1980; Leventhal el a1.. 1980) list 
;: 
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of six criteria have proven useful in this regard. although these guidelines are highly abstract and 

general in nature. 

In the past few years. however. several tbeorisrs have built upon these concepwalizations 

by proposing various stnJctUral detenninanrs of procedural justice that are expected to operate in 

specific organizational settings. For example: 

• Building on the empirical work: of Greenberg (19860). Folger. Konovsky. and Cropanzano 

(1992) proposed that three factors contribute to the perceived fairness ofperfonnance 

evaluations: adeguale IlQtice. fair heariog. and .i!!!l1!l!lCll! based on eviden~h of which 

has heen supported in empirical resean:h (Taylor. Tracy. Renard. Harrison. & Carroll. 

1995). 

• In the context of strategic planning. Kim and Mauborgoe (1991. 1993) identified such 

process anrihutes as bilateral communication. ability to refute. consistency. and the presence 

of a social account as detenninanrs of fairness. 

• In the domain of workplace drug screening. Konovsky and Cropanzano (1993). reviewed 

research suggesting that fair drug screening procedures are oues that are I!££!!!lI.te. allow for 

crn;waloos to be made. provide oppononities for VS. and that are administered with 

advance notice. With the exception of this last criterion. these other variables are all -
completely predictable from procedural justice theories. 

• Gil1iland (1993) identified nine procedural rules expected to enhance the fairuess of personnel 

selection decisions: j~tedness. the oppononity to perfo,nn. £!'Consideration opportonity. 

consisteney. feedback. selection information. honesty, two-way communication. and the - - -
propriety of questinns. Although these are closely linked to procedural justice theories. 

Gilliland (1993) also idenriftedtwo additional rules that may contribute to the percejved 

~~".~ ~.. fairness of Selection decisions. hut which have not been previously identified by justice 

, S theorists: ease of fakin;: answers. and the inv~ of questions. 

, 
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For the most pan, these contributions have identifred determinants of fairness consistent with 

Leventhal's (1976b, 1980) rules and the useofvoice identified by Thihaut and Walker (1975). 

In keeping with earlier studies (Greenberg, 1986; Sbeppard & Lewicki, 1987), it would appear 

that these general determinants of fairness Ill! apply in organizations although they may take 

different fonns in different contexts. Moreover, it is also possible that same unique detenninants 

of fairness manifest themselves in different organizational settings. 

The notion that procedural fairness may be context-sensitiveis not meant to imply that 

completely idiosyncratic criteria are used in different settings--\bat is, justice is not totally 

context~specifJC. Rather. it appears that many of the same FoeraI prncerlnraJ guidelines aQe 

brought to aU orpni;rational environments although their; relative weiebts and agecific fOlJDS are 

shaped by the demands of the contel\lS in which they operate. In other words, general 

determinants of fairness may come to life by being altered to fit their settings. It is with this idea 

in otind that Greenberg (19960) has recommended carefully utiloring measures of procedural 

justice to the SpeclllC settings in which they are being assessed: "What makes a set of questions 

appropriate in ooe context may not ma1ce them equaliy appropriate in another. Questions about 

justice should be carefully matched to the context of interesL ... " (p. 402). To the extent that 

research measures tapping justice perceptions are context-sensitive, our confidence in interpreting 

them may be enhanced. 

/' Social Aspects of Procedural Justice 

Following largely from the wolk ofBies and his associates (e.g., Folger & Bies, 1989; 

Greenberg, Bies, & Eskew, 1991; Tyler & Bies, 1990), interest in the structural aspects of 

procedural justice has been supplemented by the wei" aspt'£ts of pnxr,dnral justice. The basic 

idea is that people are concerned with the quality of the interpersonal treatment they receive at the 

hands of decision-makers-what many researchers have referred to as i!!!l!<!I!l!~ 

& Moag, 1986). In tracing the history of this concept, Greenberg (1993b) noted that interaetional 

justice was originally treated as a separate construct. a third type of justice (e.g., Bies, 1987). 

Although subsequent research demonstrated the importance of interpersonal determinants of 

, 
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fairness, the concept became increasingly difficult to distinguish from structural procedural 

justice. For one thing. both the fonnal procedures and the interpersonal interactions jointly 

comprise the process thalieads to an allocation decision. Additionally. interactional and structural 

procedural justice had similar consequences and correlates (e.g .• Clemmer. 1993). Indeed. some 

studies found them to be highly related to one another (e.~" Konovsky & Cropanzo,no. 1991; . 

Koper. Van Knippenberg. Boohuijs. Vermunt. & WiIJre. 1993). For these reasons. most Current 

ok researchers now treat interactional justice as a sod aJ aspect of pmrednmJ fai"'OlS as opposed to -
separate forms of justice (e.g .• Tyler & Bies. 1990; Tyler & Lind. 1992). and we will follow 

suit. 

Following the lead of Greenberg (l993b) and Tyler and Bies (1990) we also will 

distinguish between two aspects of inrerpersonal treatment Tbe first is SOC] ~. ~lI):--<hte 

extent to which people believe that they have been treated with dignity and respect Tbe second is 

~~ational j"$Iificarioo-the extent to which people believe they have adequate infonnation 

about the procedures affecting them. Below we diseuss each. 

Social sensitivity; Tbe role ofdi_ and reSjleCt A1thougb it is commonsensical to claim 

that people li1re being treated in an inte!JlO!SOnally sensitive manner. it represents a conceptual 

extension to clsim that such treatment contributes to pen:eptions of fairoess. Indeed. several 

researchers have found that treating people with dignity and respect enhaoces their perceptions of 

fairness and their accepiance of the outcomes associated with the diseussion. For example. in 

their study of grievance resolution procedures used by coal miners. ShaJ1iro and Brett (J 993) 

j ~und that fair decisions were believed to be made by adjudicating parties wbo demonstrated high 

JooI~.L ! degrees of kn~ge. i'!!Jl!!!liality. and a willingness to cgnsider the grievanti' perspecti_ and 

~ feelings. Siruilarly. in a field experiment Greenberg (1994a) had company offlciala explain a 

pending company·wide smoking ban to workers in a manner that demonstrated either highor 

low levels of sensitivity to the nature of the disruption they were li1rely to face. As expected. he 

found that employees were more accepting of the ban. believing it to be fairer. when bigber 

levels of sensitivity were shown. 

----_._._,.- ,_ .. _._------



Interestingly. it is not only pen:eptions of fairness that are enhanced by socially sensitive 

"... treatment. but a &eneral reluctance to "Wjatt! against barmdoers in resoonse to unfair outcnmrs, 

For eXlllllple. Greenberg (l994b) studied ~ft reactions following from underpaymenL Although -
all underpaid people stole. those who were treated in a disrespectful manner stole objects that 

were of no value to themselves. but that were of value to their employers. In other words. 

disrespectful trea1ment. adding injury to the insult of unfair treaunenL encouraged people to 

retaliate against their employer.r--oeeking to harm them in exchange for harming themselves. 

even if so doing did nothing more than even the score between them symbolically. 

It is important 10 note that the importance of social sensitivity as a determinant of justice 

is not limited to Americans. Leung. Chill. and Au (1993) conducted a study in Hong J>.ong in 

which they CXlIIIlined observers' responses to hypothetical industtia1 actions such as strikes and 

sit-ins. Respondents were found to be more sympathetic to industtial actions when management 

had treated workers with a lack of consideration and respecL This research provides a useful 

cross-cu\tural addition to the burgeoning literatnre on the social determinants of fairness. More 

snch cross-cultural work of this type is needed (cf. Lind & Earley, 1992), not only to determine 

the generalizabiIity of existing phenomena. but also to determine the extent to which normative 

differences with respect 10 politeness and social sensitivity qualify existing conclusions. 

Informational Justification: The Role of ~al Accounts 

In addition to fairness defined in terms of courteous treaunenL research also supports the 

idea that fairness demands having access to information regarding the reasons upderIjling bow 

outcomes are determined. For example, Daly aud Geyer (1994) surveyed employees' reactions to 

a major facilities relocation. They found that individoals responded more positively when the 

move was adequately explained than when no such explanation was given. In a follow-up study. 

these same researchers found that adequate explanations were effective in maintaining workers' 

feelings of organizational commiunent doring perinds of urganizational decline (Daly & Geyer, 

1995). The henefits of informational justifICations for undesirable outcomes have beeo exhibited 

consistently in several additional empirical studies conducted in a wide variety of settings (e.g.. 
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BrocJr;ner. DeWitt, Grover. 81; Reed. 1990; Greenberg. 1993 .. 1994a; Konovsky 81; Folger. 

1991a; Scbaubroeck et al .• 1994). All of these studies demonstlaUl that providing people with 

infonnation that jus1ifies the need for negative outcomes enhances the extent 10 which they come 

10 accept those outcomes as fair. 

Recent studies bave examined various c:baracteristies of information that contribute 10 its 

perceived adequacy in ntitigating reactions 10 undesirable outcomes. For example. in a laboratory 

study SlJailito (1991) assessed the perceived adequacy of three different types of causal accounts: 

an external attribution to an uncontrollable event. an internal attribution to an altruistic motive. 

and an internal attribntion 10 a selfISh motive. Sbe found that the most effective excuses were 

external in D'!!Ufe. events over which actors had no control. By contrast. explanations that led to -the belief that the actor was selfish were considered least adequate. In fact, explanations that are 

not particularly convincing might not only be inadequate when it comes 10 cultivating positive 

impressions. but may backfire. leading 10 negative impressions (Greenberg. 1996b). 

It is nOt only the adequacy of information that contributes 10 its effectiveoess in mitigating 

reactions 10 unfair situations, but also the medium by which that information is conveyed. In this 

connection. Shapiro. Bumer. and Bany (1994. Study 2) compared the perceived adequacy of 

accounts presented in face-to-face verbal interaction and in wrinen notes. They found that the 

added richness of face-to-face verbal interaction enhanced perceptions of the adequacy of 

messages compared to the same messsges presented in wtitten form. These fmdings are in 

1reeping with earlier studies suggesting that communication media differ with respect to the 

degree of information they convey. and that ricber media are considered yreferable for 

communicating socially sensitive information (Lengel 81; Daft, 1988). In an era in which worldng 

people frequently interact by nsing such impersonal means as computers. fax machines, and 

satellite transntissions. Shapiro et al.' s (l994s. Study 2) fmdings are worthy orrurther 

consideration. 

Not only ntigbt information presented via one medium be more effective than the same 

information presented'via another medium, bnt also. the same explanation may be more effective 
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in some situations than in others. Brockner et al. (1990) examined this possibilily using a sample 

of Il\)'off suryjyors. Although survivors responded negatively when their coworkers lost their 

jobs, jnUUicarinns ,MIDtetM these nepriye rcactipps. These mitigating accounts were.IEW$ 

effective under twocondjtiops: when the WOIkers wete !!I!C!l!taiQ.about the way that their 

employer was allocating organizational resources. and ~ jhe ll\)'off \\'lIS MJlC&ia!jy imP"llillt 

III the survjyO!1l. According \0 Brockner et al. (1990). uncertaimy and jmpo~ created a high 

need for infonnatioo, aod social accounts are useful in this regard. On the other hand. when 

uncertainty was low and the layoffs were unimportant. survivors' need for information was 

lower. and the accounts given had less impacL 

Why Do J>rocedures Matta? 

As we have noted. reseaa SUlHJeil5 thaI maners ofjnujre inyolve more than just 

cx;poomic gain" they also involve the manner in which pePRle are treated. The question of why 

litis occurs has been the topic of considerable recent research. In general. two approaches have 

been suggested. both of which have received empirical support-the instrumental mQllel aod the 
-_. . 

k ~~ •. We now will review the evidence for each. 

The inSl!ll!De!!l!!l mQ(jel. The instrumental. or self-interest. model of procedutal justice 

accepts the traditional notion that economic incentives promote fairness. II simply claims that 

individuals may talce a long-tenn focus when evaluatiog their economic gains. As a result. penple 

may become 101eran1 of short-term economic loses so long as they expect that advantageous 

outcomes will lie forthcoming in the futnre. Procedural justice is highly valued insofar as it 

suggests the existence of a system thaI will yield the greatest benefits in the long run. ThUs. 

short-tenn failures can he overlooked when there is some promise of fUlure gain (for reviews. 

see Greenberg. 19900; Shapiro. 1993; Tyler. '990). 

I There is a good deal of evidence suggesting that individuals value procedural justice, in 

Part. for ~ental "",",?ns. Perhaps the mosl compelling eviden:ror the instrumental moo:., 

is that pple evaluate pn>OO$-ws more favorably when they lead to positive outcomes than when -
they lead to negative outconies. This effect has heeo observed repeatedly (e.g .. Ambrose. 
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Harland, & Kulik. 1991; Conlon. 1993; Conlon & Fasolo. 1990; Conlon & Ross. 1993; FUnder 

& Hauenstein. 1994; K1zystoflllk, Lillis. & Newman, 1995; Und. Kanfer & Earley. 1990; Lind. 

Kulik. Ambrose. & de Vera PaIl<. 1993; Lowe & Vodanovich, 1995). although sometimes the 

effect sizes are small (e.g.. Tyler. 1989; 1991) and exceptions occur (e.g .. Giacobbe-Miller. 

1995; Tyler. 1994), 

If the instnunental model identified the only cause of procedural justice. then one would 

expect that process fairness would be entirely derermined by short-term and long-term economic 

concerns. On the other hand. to the extent that noninsttumental considerations matter. then 

process characteristics should enhance perceptions of procedural justice even when no direct 

economic benefits are expected. To test this possibility. researchers have examined the impact of 

process characteristics (such as voice or advance notice) wder conditions in which advantaJC;OQ.I; 

o.!ltcomes are 1!fl'CIud¢. For example. in a laboratory experiment conducled by Lind et a!. 

(1990) undergraduate subjects were assigned performance goals. the successful attainment of 

which would lead to a desired reward. Some subjects were given an effective voice in 

determining their goal. For others, their voice had no effect on the outcome. Finally. in a control 

group subjects had no voice whatsoever. The lowest levels of perceived fairness were reported 

by subjects in the control group. for whom no voice was allowed. The highest levels of 

perceived fairness were found when voice was permitted and capable of influencing the goa!. In 

this condition. voice is presumed to have both an instrumental effecl-increasing the opportunity 

to meet the goal, and a noninstrumental effect-enhancing the belief that one's input is 

welcomed. Most relevant to our point is that even when individoals could not influence their 

outcomes. they still reported greater fairness when they had voice than when they didn't h.ve 

voice. 

Parallel findings were obtained by Cropanzano and Randall (1995). These researchers 

were interested in investigating the effects of advance notice on perceptions of procedural justice. 

Subjects were assigned to work on an anagram-solving task. High performance on this task 

would yield a. bonus unit of experimental credit. Some individuals were disadvantaged due to • 
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change in the scoring procedure. When the change was announced in advance, perceptions of 

procedural fairness were relatively high. However, when the change was announced after the 

task was conducted. perceptions of procedural fairness were much lower. Thus, although the 

OlllCOmes were identicaJ in hoth conditions. the manner in which the change was announced had 

an effect on the perceived fairness of those outcomes. The noninstrumental, purely procedural 

variable, advance notice, raised procedural justice perceptions despite the fact that procedures had 

no impact on outcomes-that is, they had no instrumental effects. 

Evidence of this phenomenon is not limited exclusively to the lab. Conlon (1993) 

examined defendants' procedural justice judgments after appealing parlring violations. He found 

that hoth instrumental considerations (the value of the fine) and noninstrumental considerations 

(voice in the legal procedure) affected perceptions of process fairness, although the effects of the 

instrumental factors were subslantiaJly larger. Slightly different results were obtained in a field 

study by Shapiro and Brett (1993). These researchers assessed the reactions of coal miners to 

various grievance procedures. Like Conlon (1993), Sbapiro and Brett (1993) found evidence for 

?:'~ hoth instrumental and noninstrumental determinants of procedural justice. However, in this study 

~~·;v the ntninstrumental concerns explained the Preoonderance of variance. 

Talam IOgether, these investigations suggest that although instrumental concerns are 

impOrllUlt, people also formulate procedural justice judgments based on other considerations. 

However, none of the wode reviewed thus far directly measured these "other concerns." 

A1Ihough these concerns appear 10 he imporlant. without such direct measurement they cannot be 

explicitly identified. Fortunately, research has begun 10 address this issue by suggesting a 

complementary model of procedural justice. 

The relatjnnal model. The relational model (formaJly caJJed the group-value model) has 

been proposed as a supplement 10 the instrumental model (for reviews see Lind, 1995; Lind & 

Tyler, 1988; Tyler, 1990; Tyler & Dawes, 1993; Tyler & Lind, 1992). Proponents of the 

relational model agree that people join groups as a means of obtaining valuable economic 

resources. In this sense, the relational and instrumental models are consistent However, the 
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relational model maintains that groups offer more than materia! rewards. Group afediation is also 

• means of achieving social status and self-esteem. and these considerations are every bit as 

potent as the economic incentives emphasized by the instrumental approach. Even within the 

most individualistic cultures people need to be valued by some group or groups (Lind & Earley. 

1992). inasmuch as this is an imponant means by which people acquire a sense of P,Orsonal 

worth (Tyler & Lind. 1992). For this reason. people tend to be keenly aware of their positions 

within groups and the groups' potential for providing them with these valuable social rewards. 

U!!ir (1989. 1990) has argued that people have three relational concerns; and that these 

stem from people's desires for dipty and worth-neuttality, trust, and standing. NeutraliD' is 

something that a decision-malcer expresses to an individnal. If neuttality exists. then the decision

malcer is free from tendentiousness and bias. He or she uses facts and not opinions and attempts 

to IIIlllre choices that create a level playing field for all. Neuttality implies openness and honesty. 

and the absence of any hidden agendas. :rmst refers to the degree to which people believe that the 

decision-malrer intends to act in a fair manner. Employees geoerally wish to count on the 

trustworthiness of authority figures. Standine is something that an individnal possess. but that is 

conveyed by the decision-malcer. When a person's standing is high, his or her status has been 

affmned, such as by implementing procedures with politeoess and care. " I Evidence for the relational model generally has been supportive: Procedural fairness 

perceptions are enhanced when these three relational concerns have been fulfilled (for reviews, 

see Lind & Tyler, 1992; Tyler. 1990). For example, there is good support for the relational 

model in the context of citizens' interactions with civil authnrities (Tyler, 1989, 1994). However, 

only now is the evidence beginning to accumulate in organizational settings. In two field studies, 

Lind et al. (1993) examined the manoer in which individuals reacted to court-ordered arbitration 

in response to a lawsuit, They found that wben relational concerns were met, the litigants had 

greater perceptions of procedural justice. These feelings, in tum, led them to accept the arbitr.ued 

settlement, Although these findings support the relational model, it is important to note that they 

do not contradict the instrumental approach. In fact, Lind et al. (1993) present evidence 
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suggesting that ou""""e favorability may impact procedural justice judgments as well as the 

acceptanee of outcomes themselves. Analogous results were obtained by Giacobbe-Miller (1995) 

in a study of labor-management disputes-

Brockner. Tyler. and Cooper-Schneider (1992) exantined the relational model from a 

different perspective. They argued that if individuals are guided '»' relatinga) concerns, tben 

tbQse who are the most committed IP their institutions wjll be the most UPset by violations of 

procedural justice. This would suggest an inleIllClion between commitment and procedural justice 

such that procedural justice is more strongly related to varinus outcomes when commitment is 

high. When commitment is low. however. the effects of procedural justice should be weaker. 

Supportive regp)ts were obtained in two field st~di~ one dealing with layoff survivors 

(Brockner et al .• 1992. Study I). and the other examining citizen interactions with legal 

authorities (Brockner et aI. 1992. Study 2). 

In conclusion. evidence suppnrrs both the instrumental and relational models of 

procedutal justice. BOth pe .. pectives provide important insight into the underlying reasons why 

procedural justice has been shown to be so important in organi7Jllions. 

The Relationship Between Procedural and Distributive Justice 

Thus far. our diseussion of organizational justice has focused on the unique impact of 

distributive justice and procedural justice.. However. from the time that the concept of procedural 

justice was fi .. t introduced to the social sciences. theorists have acknowledged that it may be 

related to distributive justice (Leventhal. 1976a. 1980; Thibaut & Walker. 1975). although the 

nature of this relationship was not systematically studied. Recently. however. theorists have 

focused on two pnssihilities that we will review here-that distributive justice and procedural 

justice opecate independently. as main effects, and that they operate jointly. as interacting effects. 

The Iwo-Eacl!!r Model: Different Effects 

of Different Types ofJu!!Jjce 

In a review article. Greenberg (I99Oa) distinguished between the different consequences 

that procedural and distributive justice appealed to have: Procedural justice was linked to system 
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Sitisfaction whereas distributive justice was linked to ouWome satisfagjon. To a great extent. 

Ibis distinction continues to hold today. Evidence suggests !hat distributive justice primarily 

influences one's satisfaction with the outcome in question or the results of some decision 

(Brockner & Wiesenfeld, in press). For example. the belief that one's psy is not suitable 

compensation for one's achievements results in perceptions of inequity that, in tum, produce low 

pay satisfaction (Harder. 1992; McFarlin & Sweeney, 1992; Sweeney & Mcfarlin, 1993; 

Sweeney. McFarlin, & Inderrieden. 1990; Summers & Hendrix, 1991). By contrast. procedural 

justice primarily influences attitudes and behaviors that are relevant to the larger organization. 

Procedures. in other words, are central determinants of one's trust in management and loyalty to 

the institution or system !hat rendered the decision in question (Krystoflalc el al .. 1995; Lind. 

,

1995; Tyler & Degoey. 1995). Continuing with pay as an example, evidence suggests thai when 

psy decisions are made using fair procedures, people are likely to remain commined to their 

organization......,ven when the decisions are unfavorable (Cooper. Dyek. & Frohlich, 1992; 

McFarlin & Sweeney. 1992; Schaubroeck:, May. & Brown, 1994; Sweeney & McFarlin, 1993). 

Sweeney and McFarlin (1993) have dubbed these differenl effects the two-factor model: 

Although procedures and ouwomes are buth important determinants of justice. they affect 

different factors. 

Despite considerable evidence supporting the two-factor model (for reviews. see Lind & 

Earley. 1992; Tyler. 1990; Tyler & Lind. 1992). the evidence is nOl unequivocal. Lowe and 

Vodanovicb (1995). for example. suggested that the relationship of distributive justice and 

procedural justice to organizationally-relevant criteria ~ay vary over time. They propose that 

perceptions of organizational outcomes are most strongly influenced by distributive injustices 

immediately after the injustices occur. As time elapses. however. this effect dissipsteS. 

ployees thou adapt a longer-teno perspective and alter their impressions of organizations so 

t these are more fumly based upon procedures. H Ibis reasoning is correct, then suppon for 

the two-factor model should only appear as time has psssed following defming..,pisodes of 

distributive injustice. 
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Lowe and Vodanovich (1995) tested these ideas using a sample of university employees 

who had undeJ:gone a restructuring of their job classifications. an event that triggered feelings of 

distributive injustice in many employees. Their survey. administered two months after the 

restructuring occwred (while respondents apparently were still feeling the sting). found that 

feelings of organizational commitment were more strongly lliiked to the unfavorability of the 

outcome than they were to the procedures whereby these outcomes were determined. 

Unfortunately. insofar .. the investigators failed to administer a follow-up survey to assess the 

extent to which procedures became more important with the passage of time, their hypotheses 

were not completely tested. However. their idea warrants futme research. Based on our earlier 

conclusions regarding the ntitigating influences of explanations. these may be expected to be 

likely moderators of the time-sensitive effects Lowe and Vodanovich (1995) proposed. After all. 

as time passes it is likely that people will receive information Ihat qualifies their interpretation of 

earlier events. 

The InteractiOD Model: Conioint Effects of 

Distributive and Proceduml Justice 

According to the ~o--factor model. ~ and outcomes medif't different tx~t 

reactions. and therefore it speaks only to main effe«ts. Additional research. however. suggests -
that procedural justice and distributive justice interact (for reviews. see Brockner & Wiesenfeld. 

in press. Cropanzano & Folger. 1991). Following Brookner and Wiesenfeld (in press). this 

interaction can be described from the perspective of either the procedures or the outcomes (see 

left panel of Figure 1). One might say Ihat procedural justice is more strongly related to work 

attitudes when outcomes are low than wben they are high. Conversely. one also might say that 

Outcomes are more strongly related to work aUimdes wben procedures are unfair than when they 

are fair. Brockner and Wiesenfeld (in press) exantined the evidence documenting the existence of 
.. 

Ibis interaction and offered several poSsible explanations for it 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

, 
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Wod!:-reJated attjl!!t!e:c Notably, Brodner and Wiesenfe1d (in press) suggested that the 

procedure-by-outcome interaction has been ~erally associated with organizationally-relevant 

outcomes. For example, in research conducted by Brookner, DeWitt. Grover and Reed (1990) -
and by Daly and Geyer (1994) the procedure-by-oulCOme interaetion signiflCandy predicted 

organizational commitment However,less ~h has linked the procedure-by-outcome 

interaetion to criteria that could clearly be considered personal, such as pay satisfaction. The 

work of McF~ar~lin~· ~and~!.Sl~!!!etl'.l(~I99~2:) ~is~an~ex~ce~pu~· on~. These!!!~researchers found that the 

procedure-by-outcome interaction was significant for coromi t, but not for pay satisfaction. 

Clearly, more research is needed before definite conclusions can be drawn about the nature of the 

procedure-by-outcome interaction. At this point. however, the available evidence suggests that 

the procedure-by-oulCOme interaetion behaves the same as the procedural main effect described in 

conjuncrion with the two-factor model--that is, the interaetion is more clearly related to attitudes 

toward the system or institution than attitudes toward one's job. 

It is important to note that the interaction effect has not been consistently obtained. 

Researchers either have not tested for it (cf. Brockner and Wiesenfeld. in press), or have found it 

to be nonsignifICant in their research (Cropanzano & Konovsky, 1995; Lowe & Vodanovich, 

i995). Nonsignificant interactions are particularly likely to occur in studies (e.g., Lowe & 

Vodanovich. 1995) in which sample sizes are too low to have adequate statistical power to detect 

interactions (cf. Stone, 1988). Interaction effects also might not be found in the case of cerutin 

dependent variables which may be sensitive only to the main effects of outcome. For example~ in 

the context of wolkp\ace drog screening, Cropanzano and Konovsky (1995) found that some 

process characteristics (e.g., voice, advance notice) interacted with outcome negativity as 

expected whereas another (i.e., the presence or absence of a grievance system) did nOl Such 

findings snggest that it may be misleading to ignore the possibility that all detemtinants of fair 

procedures do not have the same effects. As noted in our earlier discussion of context-sensitive 

variables, some determinants of procedural justice may have different effects than others. 
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Brockner and Siegel (in press) have offered a novel interpretation of the inter.u:tion effect 

I They claim that it is not procedures themselves that interact with ontcomes. but that outcome 

favorability moderates the effect of trust The relevam interaction is between trust and outcomes; 

procedures are not directly involved. Brockner and Siegel (in press) hypothesize that procedural 

justice is still important, but indirectly, insofar as it serves as the primary determinant of trust 

Nevertheless, it is trust that takes pan in the actual intelllCtiOn. To date, the evidence for this idea 

is limited, but promising. For example, in a retrospeetive study Siegel, Brockner, and Tyler 

(1995) asked worlc:ers to recall problems they had with their supervisors. Consistent with 

Brockner and Siegel's (in press) reasoning, outcome favorability intell\Cted with both procedures 

and trust to predict employees' acceptance of the supervisors' decisions. However, the trust-by

outcome interaction accounted for considerably more variance. Moreover. when both interactions 

were simultaneously used to predict decision acceptance, only the trust-by-outcome intentction 

remained significant; the procedure-by-outcome interaction was not Although it is premature to 
---------...... 

draw fum conclusioos abuut the role of trust in. detemtining ~f outcomes, it does 

appear to be an important factor. ' ........ , ':J r ""?'- 0( " P ¥. ! 

Self..eyaluatioJJs. Thus far. we have seen that pr<x:edures and outcomes may interact to 

foster different reactions to different aspects of the wode environment As insightful as this worlc: 

as been, none of it has examined self-re1evant cognitious. However, in light of literature 

demonstrating the importance of self·esteem (e.g., Brockner, 1988) and self-efftcaey (e.g., Gist 

1 & Mitcbe1l, 1992) in organizations, attention deserves to be paid .!Q.what fajr or ,mC.;, trealmoAl 

leads people tg think: ahout tbemrelu~. 

Several recent studies have examined how procedures and outcomes worlc: together to 

influence self-esreem and perceptions of self-efficacy. For the most part. these studies fmd a 

different intentction panero than the one previously described (see right panel of Figure 1). For . 
example, in two Iaburatol}' experiments Koper et aI. (1993), gave university students bogus 

feedback about their performance on a test of basic abilities. When the students were given 

positive feedback and the test was believed to have been graded fairly (i.e., carefully and 
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accurately). state self-esteem was relatively high. However. when the students were given 

negative feedback. the fairness of the tesl-gmding procedure had little impacl on their self

esteem. These studies suggest that procedures and outcomes interllCllO predicl self-relevant ) 

cognitions such thaI Outcome favarability exerts a stronger effect on state self-esteem when fair 

procedures are used compared 10 when unfair procedures are used. In a relared field .study. 

Gilliland (1994) examined the impact of procedures and outmmes on self-efficacy. He found that 

when people were nol hired (an unfavorable ouu:ome) using a tesl that was job-related (a fair 

procedure). their seIf-efficacy perceptions were low. However. unfair tests had less effecl on 

self-efficacy than did fair tests. GilliIand's (1994) fmdings are generally consistenl with the self

esteem research reviewed previously. As summarized in Figure 1. the imeractions obtained by 

both Koper et aI. (1993) and Gilliland (1994). measuring self-relevant perceptions. were 

different from those found in the earlier-cited studies measuring organizational attitudes. 

Why ntight this interaction occur? Tyler and Degoey (1995) consider the queation from 

the perspective nf the relational mndel: When a process is fair. individuals see themselves as 

valued; when a process is unfair. they see themselves as less valued. Por this reason. people 

should evaluate themselves more positively when procedures are fair. and less positively when 

procedures are unfair. This explanation implies that it is the fairoess of the presentation. and nol 

the favorability of the feedback. thaI deterntioes self-esteem. One might posit from Tyler and 

~ir~ Degoey (1995). therefore, that people's self-esteem will he raised even when feedback is . 

-t~~ negative. so long as a fair process is maintained. This bypothesis. however. ~ not received • 

icF ~ In fact. procedural fairness does nol exhibil a positive relationship 10 self-evaluations in 

the case nf negative feedback. Rather. evidence suggests that people receiving negative feedback 

evaluate themselves less positively when that feedback is considered procedurally fair than when 

il is considered procedurally unfair (Gilliland. 1994; Koper el a1 .. 1993). In other words. people 

receiving negative feedback may feel hetter aboulthemselves when the process used 10 assess 

their performance is considered 10 he unfair than when it is considered 10 he fair. Tyler and 

Degoey's (1995) reasoning cannol account for these fmdings. 

'. 
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Thus, we need a model that explains why people react favorably to feedback that is 

procedurally fair and positive, while also reacting unfavorably to feedback that is procedurally 

fair and negative. We can resolve this issue by considering the djmeosiQD alan!: which the 

feedback is dia~. For Tyler and Degoey (199S) the principle dimension in question is the 

indiVidual's relationship with the group. They mainntin that procedures, more than outcomes. 

provide information about this relationship. However, perfom.ance feedback supplies 

information about other things as wen. In particular, feedback also can suggest things about a 

person's skills and abilities. In the studies by Koper et al. (1993) and Gilliland (1994). 
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subjects received some type of evaluative feedback, such as their basic abilities or their abilities to 

'\ ob .. do their jobs.[A fair process utight lead individuals to more fully accept their feedback as valid\ 

Thus, when the procedures are believed to be fair, the negative feedbsck resulting from these 

procedures will have greater diagnostic value. However, when a prooedure is unfair, the value of 

the feedback resulting from it is circumspect. and may be readily disutissed. To state the matter 

more succinctly, information has greater force when it is based on fair procedures compared to 

unfair procedures. For this reason, fairly given positive feedback leads people to evaluate 

themselves more favorably, whereas fairly given negative feedback leads people to evaluate 

themselves less favorably. This analysis suggests that allocation procedures may trigger more 

I than just the concern for personal dignity. They also may provide information about how people 

should evaluate their own abilities and skills. 

Iustice Research in Organizational Seuings: 

Toward Practical Applications 

Greenberg (l99Oa, 1993c, 19960) has argued that the major value of studYing 

organilJUional justice phenomena lies in the insight it provides with respect to understanding and 

managing various aspects of organilJltional behavior. Specifically, be claims that general. I CODteXt-neuttai studies of fairness are less informative than those examining fairness issues -

arising in speciflC organizational settings (Greenberg, 19960). There are three reasons for this. 

First. studying the perceived fairness of organizational phenomena is a valuable way of learning 
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about those phenomena themselves. Second, unique aspects of justice are lilrely 10 arise in 

SpecifIC organizational contexts. And finally. studying justice concepts in various organizational 

settings provides a good opportunity 10 assess their genenllizability. Greenberg's point is that 

studying justice in organizations not only sbeds ligbt on matters of justice, but also on 

organizations themselves. For this reason, be advocates applying justice concepts to '. broad set 

of organizationa1 phenomena. 

When the study of organizational justice first emerged, Greenberg identifted ~ 

~pects of organi7~tional settings that stood 10 benefi!lrom being analyzed through the lens of 

organizational justice (e.g., Greenberg, 1987a). Indeed, be condueted justice-directed post hoc 

analyses of such phenomena as ~rformance evaluations (Greenberg. 1986b, 19860), 

comparable worth (Greenberg & McCarty, 1990) and various hwnan resources management . 
/tPf>ractices (Greenberg & Folger, 1983; Folger & Greenberg, 1985). Today, researcbers have not 
,..;..---

only accepted, but embeaced the premise that '1ustice matters" in organizations, and they have 

condueted many investigations focusing on the role of justice in organizations. Indeed, the past 

few years have seen many signiflCant applicationS of justice concepts to organizationaJ issues. In 

view of the volwninous nature of this literature, we win review only the higblights of this work 

(for a more complete presentation, see Folger & Cropanzano, in press). 

Sllllteeic Planning 

Earlier. we noted that among the benefits derived from using fair procedures is that they 

eDbaace employees' ru;a;ptaoce of instinuional authorities. This is likely to be especially 

important in the context of strategic planning, in which it is vital to organizational success that 

employees endorse their fums' strategic plans (Miller & Cardinal, 1994). Recent research 

suggests that one important determinant of the acceptance of strategic plans is the extent to which 

employees believe that the plans were formulated and implemented in a procedurally fair manner. 

In general. research has sbown that organizational changes that are believed to be based on fair 

procedures are bener aocepted than those believed to be based on uofair procedures (Novelli, 

Kirkman, & Shapiro, 1995). 

, 
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This phenomenon is demonstrated clearly in a survey of subsidiary managers from 

multinational corporations conducted by Kim and Mauborgne (1991). These researchers were 

in1meSled in determining the extent to which managers believed that !heir companies' 

headquarters used proceduraJly fair decision techniques dmiog the planning process. They 

3S 

. ",t-- ~und, as expected, that pereeptions of procedural justice were poSitively associated with feelings 

of organizational comntitment, trust in the head office, social bannony, and satisfaction with the .--...-
outcomes of the planning process. Moreover, the procedural justice effects were greater than the 

impact of outcome fairness. The same researchers later replicated and extended these fmdings in 

a longitudinal study. Kim and Mauborgne (1993) found that procedural justice was associated 

poSitively with perceptions of commitment, trust, and outcome satisfaction. They also found that 

these feelings, in tum, led managers to he supportive of the strategic plan. 

A complementary approach was taken by Korsgaard, Schweiger, and Sapienza (1995). 

These researchers were in1meSled in the sttategic planning process used by memhers of intact 

management teamS. They presented a hypothetical business case to team memhers who were 

participating in an executive training program. Consistent with the freld research of Kim and 

Mauborgne (1991, 1993), Korsgaard and her colleagues found that pen;eptions of procedural 

fairness were affected significantly by two iPdepemlelll variables: aliowiO& ",!1m meAl_ '" 

i!lfIueoce the decision. and consideration of !heir viewpoints. These feelings of procedural 

justice, in tum,led to higher levels of ttust, decision commitment. and group attachmenL In 

sum, research bas shown that fair procedures enhance employees' acceptance of their 

organizatio~s~ strategic plans. 

Ocean;rarionaJ Staffina 

Historically, when industrial/organizatiunal psychologists have discussed "selection 

fairness" they were referting to various psychometric properties of assessment instruments, such 

as concerns of differential validity, adverse impact, and so forth. This litemture continues to he 

important (Arvey & Sackett, 1993). However. more recent worl< bas hegun to examine the test

takers' pen;eptions of fairness (Arvey, 1992), especia1iy distributive and procedural justice (for 
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reviews. see Gilliland, 1993; Schuler. 1993a; Singer. 1993). GeneraJly speaking. this work 

suggests tha1 staffmg procedures perceived as being unfair have pernicious consequences. 

Gilliland (1993) maintains that selection IeSIS incite concerns about all three aspects of 

procedural justice-strUctural characteristics (what GilliJand calls "fonnal characteristics"). 

explanations and interpersonallre8lD1e11L This work is important insofar as some selection 

methodologies are less likely to engender fairness perceptions than others (Gilliland. 1994; 

Singer. 1992). Perceived injustice. in tum. gives rise to a host of negative outcomes. such as 

poor work attitudes and lower job perfonn;mce (GilliJand. 1994). For example. Gilliland (1994) 

found that workers who believed tha1 they were selected by unfair means had poorer work 

1 attitudes and lower job performance than those who believed they were selected by fair means. 

Similarly. several studies by Singer (1992. 1993) found lIIat individuals who believed that 

staffing procedures are unfair were less likely to arum a job than those who believed them to be 

fair. (It should be nOted. however. that this effect may be stronger when job opportunities are 

considered sequentially than when they are examined in pairs; Bazerman et aJ.. 1994. Study 2). 

Fortunately.lllese consequences can be avoided by incorporating procedural justice into 

. selection systems. In facL research conducted over the past few years can serve as explicit guides 

as to how this may be accomplished. With this in mind, we will consider the fairness of several 

of the most widely used staffmg procedures (see also reviews by Folger and Cropanzano. in 

press; Gilliland. 1993). 

Interyjews. Employment interviews. especially the unstructured variety. are used very 

widely (Harris. Dworkin. & Park, 1990). Studies have found that applicants view them as fair 

(Harland & Biasotto. 1993; Kravitz, Stinson. & Chavez. in press; Smither et aI .• 1993). 

although these results can vary depending on the content of the interview (Rynes & Connerley. 

1993). Job applicants even expect to patticipate in unstructured interviews-in facL they 
~ 

consider selection procedures unfair when interviews are not used (Singer. 1992. 1993). 

Although these findings paint an encouraging picture of the henefits of unstrUCtured interviews. it 

remains problematic tha1 unStructuted interviews yield lower validity coefficients than their 
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struCtured counle1Jl8l1S (Latham & Fmnegan, 1993). At the same time. however. applicants 

perceive unstructured interviews to be more fair than suuctured interviews (Latham & Fmnegan. 

1993; Schuler. 1993b). This probably stems from the fact that unsuuctured interviews provide 

greater opportunities for candidates to express themselves. thereby providing voice-a well

estab1ished criterion of procedural justice (Thibaut & Walker. 1975). Insofar as there are justice

enhancing benefits associated with unstructured interviews. and validity-enhancing benefits 

associated with structured interViews. it would appear wise to consider using both types of 

interViews in the selection process. 

A5.\IfSS/J!eDI centers and worksimuiatjons. Both Gilliland (1993) and Singer (1993) 

soggest that peroeptions of faimess are enhanced when a selection instrument is ostensibly job

related or "transparent" (Schuler. 1993a)-that is. when it has "face validity" (Mosier. 1947). 

Various wode simulations and assessment centers have this quality (FmkIe. 1976). Applicants 

can readily recognize the tests' relevance for the job and. therefore. should view these tools 

favorably. In fact, considerable research suggests that this is the case. For example. in surveys 

conducted by Rynes and Connerley (1993). Smither et al. (1993). and Kravitz et al. (in press). it 

was found that wodc simulations and job-sample tests consistently were among the most favored 

selection devices. SbJdies of assessment centers yield similar results (Davis. 1993; Macao. 

Avedon. Paese. & Smith. 1994). These fmdings are encouraging insofar as WOIk simulations 

and assessment centers yield substantial validity coefficients (Thornton & Cleveland. 1990). . 

Thus. work simulations appear to constitute a selection instrument that is both useful and fair. 

BiQ&raphical inventories. If face-valid assessment tools are perceived to be fair. it follows 

that those with qnestionabie face validity. and inherent oppormnities for violations of privacy. 

would be considered unfair. This appears to be the case in studies of biographical inventories. 

Indeed. Smither ot al. (1993) found that biographical inventories were believed to be less fair than 

other selection techniques. Similarly. Kluger and Rothstein (1993) found that applicants generally . 

held,negative opiRi'!US 'If organizations that used biographical inventories. Likewise. Stoffey. 

Millsap. Sntither. and Reilly (1991) found that the use of biodata loweted applicants' job-pursuit 

, 
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intentions. These fmdings, considered along with the fact that the U.S. government has long 

restricted the kinds of questions that can be aslred on an application blank (Lowell & DeLoach, 

1984), raise serious questions about the costs that may be incurred by the continued use of 

biographical inventories as selection tools. 

fmiqnalill' rests. The issue of perceived job-relevance of test procedure and .invasion of 

privacy manifests itself as well in the context of personality tests. Research has shown that 

personality tests are sometimes valid predicto .. of job perfonnance (Guion, 1991), although this 

depends greatly on the pelSonality ttait measured and on the characteristics of the particular job . . 
(Telt, Jackson, & Rothatein, 1991). Generally, however, applicants do nOI ljlre !!e=nality 

~. In fact, many people react negatively to them (Ambrose & Rosse, 1993; Harland & 

Biosouo, 1993; Kravitz et aI., in press; Rosse, Miller. & Stecher. 1994; Rynes & Conneriey. 

1993) and fann negative opinions of the organilJltions using them (Smither et aI., 1993). For 

example, in a large-scale survey of employees, Westio (1978) found that 44% of the respondents 

wanted pe=nality testing banned. Not surprisingly. app1icants selected by use of personality 

inventories are less likely to accept job offers than individuals selected by other means (Rosse. 

Ringer, & Miller, in press). In view of this negative picture. it should come as no swprise to find 

that manage .. are reluctant to use personality tests (Harris et aI .• 1990). 

Despite these concerns, there may be something that can he done to enhance the 

acceptance of personaliiy tests. Many personality instruments were originally designed for 

~ diagnosing pelSOnaiity disordelS in clinical populations (for a review, see Guion, 1965). As a 

J (,. result. some of the questions may come across as invasive and offensive when used in 

nonclinical settings. If so. then it may be possible to revise offending items or to select only 

those that are relevant to occopational settings. Doing so may enhance the perceived fairness of 

persOnality screening. Some evidence suggests that this will indeed occur_ For example. Jones 
/ 

(1991) discovered that test takers responded far more favorably when only work-related 

pe=nality items were used in selection tests than when these were supplemented by unrelated 

items. The suggestion to limit the focus of pe=nality tests is in keeping with the trend toward 
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using narrow, situationally explicit, personality variables in personnel testing (Guion, 1991 )'. Of 

coorse, 10 the extent that items from established personality inventories are revised or omitted. it 

is essential 10 re-validate them 10 ensure that their predictive power has not been attenuated. 

Reference cbeclcs· Reference cbecks are in widespread use (Harris et aI .• 1990) despite 

the fact that they do not have particularly high levels of statistical validity (except, perl1aps in 

cettain limited conditions; Knouse. 1989). Regardless. applicants do consider reference cbecks 

~fair. A study by Rynes and Connerley (1993). for example. found that applicants preferred 

reference cbecks 10 other selection techniques. Additionally. in a study in which people were 

asked 10 assess their reactions 10 various selection devices Kravitz et aI. (in press) found that 

reference lette'" were judged quite favorably. 

Coenjtiye abilities tests. Cognitive abilities, or so-called "intelligence." tests are useful 

tools for predictiog job performance (Wigdor & Sackett, 1993). However. several studies 

suggest that job applicants often *"t them. Kluger and Rothstein (1993. Study I) gave subjects -
negative feedback regarding their performance on one of four selection tests. Responses were 

especially negative among people who scored low on a test of cognitive ability. In a follow-up 

study the research.,. found that the actual and perceived difficulty of the intelligence tests may 

have lowered test-takers· perceptions of control and disttacted them (Kluget & Rothstein. 1993. 

Study 2). Similar results also were obtained by Macon et a1. (1994). 

This is not 10 say that people's feelings about intelligence tests are completely negative. 

For example. Rosse, Miller, and Stecher (1994) found that the inclnsion of a cognitive ability test 

in a battery with a pe!SOnality test actua11y improved people's reactions toward the pe!SOna1ity 

test, In addition, of the sixteen selection instruments evaluated by participants in the study by 

Kravitz and his associates (in press), cognitive abilities tests were ranked seventh

approximately in the rirlddle of their lisL Test-takers' reactions also may depend less on the type 

of test and more on the particular test items. In support of this contention, Rynes and Connerley 

(1993) found that intelligence tests were evaloated more favorably when they included job-related 
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items than when they did noL Likewise. Smither et al. (1993) discovered that cognitive ability 

tests with concrete items were perceived more positively than those containing abstract items. 

To conclude this section, many recent studies have demonstrated that certain 

chanlcteristics can be incorporated into se1ection procedures to enhance their pen:eived fairness. 

Moreover, perceived fair procedures lead to a variety of beneficial personal and organi;zational 

outcomes. Clearly, research and theoty on organizational jostice holds a great deal of promise 

when it comes to identifying ways of enhancing people's reactions to selection instruments. 

Woitplace Dru~ Screenjn~ 

Although drug testing can be a valid predictor of wode behavior, surveys have shown 

that people's reactions to this practice are highly variable (for a review, see Konovsky & 

Cropanzano, 1993). Many individnals perceive drug screening favorably whereas others do not 

(Labig, 1992; Murphy, Thornton, & Prue, 1991; Murphy, Thornton, & Reynolds. 1990). 

Nonetheless, studies have documented at 1east some concerns regarding drug-testing fairness 

(e.g., Harris et al., 1990), although some other staffmg methods are considered even less fair 

(Kravitz et al., in press; Rosse, Ringer, & Miller, in press; Rynes & Connedey, 1993). 

These findings are of more than aeademic interesL Notably, Konovsky and Cropanzano 

(1991) found that those employees who believed that a wodcplace drug screening program was 

procedurally unfair also had lower organizational commitment, lower job satisfaction, higher 

tUrnover intentioR$y and lower assessments of their work performance by their supervisors. 

Generally consistent results also were obtained in a role-playing study conducted by Crant and 

Bateman (1990). To the extent that unfair drug screening procedures may interfere with an 

organization's effectiveness, it is imponant for managers to recognize the characteristics of fair 

and unfair practices. and to promote the use of fair practices. 

There are several possible reasons why diverse evaluations of drug testing are found. 

One possibility is that there are individual differences in penple's attitudes toward drug testing. 

Research by Crant and Bateman (1993) and by Rosse, Miller, and Ringer (in press) suggests that 

penple who use illegal drugS tend to have more negative opinions of drug testing programs than 
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those who do not. This is in lreeping with the self-interest bias in procedural justice pen:eptions 

to which we alluded earlier (cr. Grover, 1991). 

However, as we have already discussed, self-interest appears to be only one delenninant 

of procedural fairness judgments. Evaluations of drug screening also may vary because drug 

screening programs themselves are highly diverse. Any partieulardrug test mayor inay not have 

associaled with it a variety of procedural safeguards (Konovsky & Cropanzano, 1993). 

Furthennore, even if these safeguards do exist, they may not be evident to the lest-taker 

(suggesting that it is important for penple who are behaviog fairly to publicize their efforts; 

Greenberg, I99Oc). For example, Tepper and Braun (1995) found that employees felt favorable 

toward drug testing procedures to the extent that they believed these procedures yielded accurate 

results (i.e .. Leventhal's' 1980, "accuracy" rule was followed), and that leniency was shown to 

those who tesled positively. 

In another recent study, Cropanzano and Konovsky (1995) delermioed tbat dOlg 

sarening was considered fair to the extent that the procedure contained elements of vokie. 

advance notice. justifications. a grievance system. and when testing was conducted "for cause:' -
(As mentioned earlier, all five of these process auributes except presencetabsence of a grievance 

system inleraCled with outcome negativity.) Taken together, resean:h suggests that drug testing 

can indeed give rise to perceptions of injustice. However, to the extent that the system is 

designed in a manner that incorporates appropriate procedural safeguards these-concerns may be 

assuaged. 

Orpnjzational Ima&e Manaaement 

Earlier, we discussed the use of social accounts as a means of legitimizing the behavior of 

individnals. Exlending this line of thinking, we also can see that it is not only iudividuals who 

need to have their behavior justified as fair, but organizations as well (Gatewood, Gowan, & . 
Lautenschlager, 1993). In fact, recent resean:h suggests that organizations go through similar 

processes of image-maintenan~pecially following actions that might be seen as unfair (ef. 
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Greenberg. I99Oc). Although attentioo to this topic is fairly recent. some interesting findings 

already have emerged. 

In a qualirative study Dutton and Dukerich (1991) examined the manner in which the 

New Yark and New lersey Port Authority responded to the large number of homeless people 

coogregatiog in their transportation facilities. Port Authority offICials were concerned that these 

individuals constituted an obsracle for effective service delivery. As such. they took a variety of 

measures. many of which were subsequently criticized by the media. Among other things. 

Dutton and Dukerich (1991) were interested in bow the Port Authority responded to these 

critiques. 

Initially. officials demed engaging in some of the more controversial behaviors. 

However. as public outcry grew. the Port Authority's image further ernded in the public eye. As 

a result, the organization shifted its reactions from denial to a series of "legitimizing actions" such 

as making a capital investment in new facilities for the homeless. and fonning a task: force on the 

problem. One might say that the Port Authority partially acquiesced to its critics and began to 

address their concerns. Presumably. had denial been more effective as an impression

management technique. these other institutional changes would not have been initiated. 

Another perspective 00 organizational accounts is provided by the work of Elsbach and 

Sutton (1992) in their study of two social-activist groups: The AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power 

(ACT-UP) and Earth FilSt!. ACT-UP and Earth First! members engage in many activities that are 

widely accepted as legitimate. Indeed. most people wish to assist AIDS sufferers and to protect 

the environment, or at least, believe that it is reasonable to do so. NeVertheless. in the course of 

pursuing these goals. memberS of these organizations sometimes engaged in actions that were 

pen:eived as illegitimate (e.g .• the disruption of a religious service by ACT-UP members. and an 

injurious tree-spiking lncidentcommitted by members of Earth FIrSt!). The investigators were 

interested in bow these two organizations could maintain a positive public image in the face of 

these questionable actions. 
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Elsbach and Sutton (1992) found evidence that these organizations actually anticipated the 

need to provide social accounts. and built provisions for doing so into their structures. This was 

done in two ways. FIlSI, Acr-UP and Earth First! engaged in "institutional conformity." That 

is. their visible strUCtures and actions were consistent with the values and nonns of the larger 

society. Few people, for example, would object to a group that provides assistance to AIDS 

victilns or that educo1eS people about ecology. (As such. these activities are much like the 

legitimizing actions observed by Dutton and Dukerich, 1991). SecOnd, the organizations adopted 

a highly de-centralized structure. The roles of different chapters or spokespersons were separated 

from the rest of the organization. For example, Earth First! members went so far as to creale an 

ad hoc group that engaged in tree-spiking. These two structural adaptations came in handy after 

an illegitimate events occurred. 

Following controversial events Acr -UP and Earth First! were able to rely on their 

structures for help. For one. they could point to many legitimate activities in which they 

participated, This had a chilling effect on criticism insofar as any broad attacks on the 

organization would also constitute attacks on these favorable activities. Second. they were able to 

dissociate the organization from those individnals who performed the illegitimate activity. For 

example. Acr-UP has local chapters that operate in a relatively autonomous fashion. The overall 

organization simply attributed the attack on the church to the over-zealous New Yor!< chapler, 

thereby protecting its image by distancing itself from those illegitimate actions. Indeed. E1sbaCh 

and Sutton (1992) provide evidence that these accounts were effective at puning an end to the 

public censure. 

In a more recent investigation on this topic. Elsbach (1994) studied the manner in which 

the California cattle industry responded to various aJlegatinns of wrong-<loing. Her focus here 

was less on structure and more on the nature of the social accounts themselves. In particular. , . 
Elsbach (1994. Stody 1) found that the accounts used by the maligned <atde industry took two 

broad forms. There were denials. whereby industry spokespeople maintained that nothing bad 

had occurred. There also were acJmow!ed~ncessions that something had had 

--------_.- --
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happened, accompanied by explanations as to why the problem was not really so severe or why 

it was not the fault of most ranchers. (The analogous behavior on the part of individuals has been 

referred to as iustifJCa!joos by Tedeschi & Reis. 1981. and techniQues of neul!jlljzation by Sykes • 
& Matza, 1957.) 

Each of these two forms of accounts could have one of two different types of contents. . . . 
One content referred 10 charl!l:!eristjcs of the insIitution. such as the legitimate guals pursued by 

ranchers. Another content refeITed to cbill'iUtfCristics of the technoJQI:Y~ such as the efficiency of 

modem ranching techniques. Combining f'?"ll and context, Elsbach (1994. Study 2) identified 

four protolypica1 accounts: 

• ~ based on instillltional reasons (e.g., there is no safety problem due to federal 

monitoring), 

• denial based on technical reasons (e.g., cattle are handled compassionately because that's 

what is profitable), 

• ackno'!1Cdgment, but e:g1)ained by instillltional reasons (e.g., grazing in a state pari< reduces 

fire hazards), and 

• acknowledgment, but explained by technical reasons (e.g., eoforcing a ban on growth -
hormones would not be economically viable). 

All four of these prototypical accounts received at least some use. However, Elsbach 

(1994, Studies 2 and 3) found that acknowledgments did. bener job than denials at maintaining 

the industry's iotage. Additionally, accounts based on instillltional characteristics were more 

effective than those based on technical characteristics. As one might expect, the fonn and the 

content of the account also worked together. The most effective explanation of all was an 

acknowledgment that something negative had occurred, but that explained the event in tenDs of 

an instillltional characteristic of the industry. 

Although research on social accounts at the level of the organization is still in its iofancy, 

the work conducted thus far has considerable prontise. Such research represents an innovative 
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application of organizational justice. as it moves from the level of the individual to the level of the 

firm as a whole. This leads us to wonder whether justice fmdings in other domains would 

generalize as readily across levels of analysis. aearly. this represents a promising avenue for 

future inquiry. 

Managers frequently are required to intervene in disPutes between subordinates (for 

reviews see Dworkin, 1994; Karambayya & Brett, 1994; Wall & Callister. 1995). When they 

do. they are said to be acting as "informal" .third-parties. as compared to the "fonnal" 

interventions by judges and arbitrators (Kolb. 1986). Although there are many important 

considerations involved in making third·party interventions effective (E1angovan. 1995). 

maintaining justice is one of the most important Indeed. research has shown that lDan'llers wJu> 

Il!:bave fairly resolve conflict more effecti.vely than those who do not (Cropanzano. Aguinis. 

Schminke. & Denham. 1996; Karambayya. Brett, & Lytle. 1992; Kozan & Dter. 1994). The role 

of justice in informal conflict resolution has a long history (for an overview. see Folger & 

Cropanzano. in press). although our discussion will focus only on recent contributions to this 

literature. 

How much particjpation do manai,:rs allow? As we have already discussed. giving 

people voice in the procedures affecting them is likely to eobance their perceptions of the fairness . 

of those procedures and the resulting outcomes. This generalization holds true in the domain of 

conflict resolution as well. For example. in a field study conducted in a school Rasinski (1992. 

Study I) found that a large percenlage of teachers preferred 10 resolve cooflicts between students 

in a participative fashion nuber than in a nonparticipative fssition. Likewise. in a role-playing 

study. Cmpanzano et al. (1996) discovered that simulared dispulants in the U.S .. the Dominican 

Republic. and Argentina preferred that their supervisors intervened in a way that preserved their 

voice in the matter. Cmpanzano et al.'s (1996) respondents also believed that participative 

procedures were more fair and more likely to alleviate future tensions than nonparticipative 

procedures. Finally. in a labOratory experiment Schoonnan and Champagne (1994) gave 

, 
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simulated supervisors negative infonnation about their subordinates. Although this information 

harmed the supervisor-subordinate relationship. they found that if the two individuals openly 

discussed the problem. their relationship improved. This finding suggests that ~ipation could 

act to strengthen the interpersOnal ties between workers and managers. In view of such evidence. 

it should come as no surprise to flnd that practitioners widely recommend using particjpative 

interventions for most types of conflicts (e.g .• Weeks. 1992). 

Research has shown that the benef1Cial effects of participative conflict resolution practices 

are not limited to American samples. For example. in a srudy of Turkish workers Kazan and Dter 

(1994) found that managers typically used a participative process in their conflict resolution 

efforts. Speciflcally. Turkish supervisors were most likely to mediate (ie .. let the two disputants 

speak freely. but reserve control over the decision to themselves) and facilitate (lower tension. 

levels. but let the subordinates work through the problem). In addition. wben the supervisors 

used these voice-oriented strategies. subordinates reported more favorable outcomes than when 

they did not use such tactics. Despite this, it is most common for American managers to intervene 

in an autoenttic fashion (see Dworldn. 1994; Folger & Cropanzano. in press). although this can 

vary substantially depending upon the nature of the dispute (Shapim & Rosen. 1994). In 

general. American managers tend to control both the discussion of the problem as well as the I 
choice of a settlement 

Several studies shed light on the underlying reasons for this autocratic preference. For 

example. Sbeppard. Blumenfeld-Jones. Minton. and Hyder (1994) interviewed managers 

concerning the mauner in which they had settled recent disputes. In keeping with previous 
hy /1'1, ..... 

research. they found that autocratic approacbes were preferred. Part of the reason for this had to .. . 
do with managerial goals. When snpervisors were concerned with the need for a fast. high

quality decision. they relied on an autocratic strategy. However. when quality and speed were of 

less concern. supervisors were more participative. In addition. Sbeppard et aI. (1994) also found 

that the major reason why American managers use autocratic tactics had to dn with the way they 

frame conflicts. That is, they think of their conflict-resolution obligations as decisions that have 
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to be made, much as their other managerial tasks. Consequently, they make these decisions in 

much the same autocratic fashion. 

Another reason wby American supervisors tend to make conflict-resolution decisions 

autocratically is that they may not know any better. In an interesting experiment, Karambayya et 

a1. (1992) had inexperienced MBA students and actual managetS role-playa simulaied 

organizational dispute. The subjects either were or were not granted formal power. It was found 

that if subjects lacked fonnal power, they did not intervene in an autocratic fashion. and were 
. 

more participative. This was true of both MBA students and actnal managers. However, among 

those individnals who were granted formal power, sigoiflClJlt differences emerged. The 

inexperienced MBA students utili2ed autocr.dic tactics, wbereas the more experienced managers 

used more participative strategies. Finally, regardless of the condition, the simulated dispotants 

reported that the outcomes were fairer and more effective when they were given voice in the 

procedures than when voice was not allowed. These fmdiogs support the notion that supervisors 

leam from experience, initially using less effective, autocratic approaches and gradually learning 

to use more participative procedures. These fmdiogs lend cause for optimism aboot the potential 

effectiveness of efforts at training managers to enhance their dispute-resolution skills (Kolb, 

1985). 

Timme of third-party interventions. Closely related to the issue of participation in dispute 

resolution is the matter of timing. People in conflict with each other often prefer to resolve their 

disagreements by themselves (cf. Bergmann & Volkema. 1994; Rasinski, 1992). This enables 

both parties to conlrol both the process and the outcome, and avoids relinquishing control to 
• 

intervening authority figures. However, when a supervisor intervenes prematurely, control is 

stripped from the dispotants. To the extent that disputants believe they did not have sufficient 

time to resolve their differences on their own. they are lilrely to believe that they were treated 

uofaidy and to feel dissatisfied with those managers wbo stepped-in too quickly. These ideas 

were directly tested by Conlon and Fasolo (1990), wbo examined dispotants' reactions to a 
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simulated conflict. As expected, a hasty intervention by informal third-ponies lowered the 

disputants' perceptions of procedural fairness. 

ThUd-partY partisanship. Wben managers intervene in conflicts they typically are not 

dispassiona'" observers. They often have vested interests-sometimes. legitimate ones-in the . . 

way conflicts are sett1ed. From the perspective of the disputant, however, these interests may 

introduce lDIacceptable bias into the decision making process. In other words, supervisors may 

be lDIable to provide the neutrality that Tyler and Lind (1992) maintain is important to pmeedural 

justice. As an obvious example, wben the adjudicating third-party is affiliated with one of the 

disputants, justice is compromised. For example, several stodies have found that when third

parties benefited from the outcomes of the settlements they made. disputants were prone to 

question the fairness of the process (Welton & Pruitt, 1987; Wittmer, Carnevale. & Walker. 

1991). 

As obvious as these findings may be, third-party affiliations also can bave some unusual 

effects. In one experiment, subjects either did or did not observe a third-party cbatting in a 

friendly fashion with the opposing disputant (Lind & Lissak, 1985). This friendly discourse was 

perceived to be improper insofar as it might bias the outcome of the decision. The effects of this 

type of impropriety depended upon the outcome that the thUd-party assigned When the outcome 

was unfavorable, subjects responded very negatively, attributing the result to biased decision

making. However, wben the outcome was favorable, subjects responded quite positively. The 

cordial relations between the third-party and their opponent served to lower the subjects' 

expectations of receiving beneficial outcomes. When these negative expectations were not met, 

disputants were very pleased. (This is akin 10 the augmentation effect in impression management 

demonstrated recently by Greenberg, 1996b). 

These ideas were further tested by Conlon and Ross (1993). In two laboralOry . 
experiments they found that when a third-party was partisan, the nonaffiliated dispntant lowered 

his or her expectations. This made settlements easier 10 achieve. In addition, favorable outcomes . 

were evaluated positively inasmuch as these were suhstantially greater !han imagined coming 

, 
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from a partisan decision-maker. Conlon and Ross's fmdings (1993) suggest that panisanship is 

not necessarily hannful. To a large exten~ it depends on the circumstances and the nature of the 

settlemenL However. to the extent that it can be avoided and neutrality can be demonstrated. the 

tactic of manipulating expectations via displays of partisanship can be avoided in the fIrSt place. 

J...a.yoffs 

As organizations have downsized and restructured their operations in recent years. 

layoffs have become a troubling fact of organizational life for millions of Americans (Richman. 

1993). and experts predict that the hardships they endure will continue in the fulure (Cascio. 

1995). Researcb in organizational justice appears 10 provide some valuable insights inlO ways of 

mitigating the negative impact of job loss on both victims of layoffs (those who lost their jobs) 

and survivors (those who remain on the job after others have been laid of!) (for reviews. see 

Brockner. 1994; Brockner & Greenberg. 1990; Konovsky & Brockner. 1993). 

Layoff victims. Several studies have examined the impact of various detenninants of 

fairness on the reactions of layoff victims. For example. Konovsky and Folger (199la) surveyed 

people who had been laid off from a variety of different industries. Tbey found that formal 

procedures predicted victims' willingness 10 speak positively about their companies and 10 

} 
~hew government regulation of layoffs. Interestingly. however. neither social accounts nor 

benefits level (an index of outcome favorability) were associated with these outcomes. 

However. in a more recent study. Greenberg. Lind. SeOrL & Welchans (1995) found that 

the fairness of the soclai treatment people received as their layoffs were announced had a great 

affect not only on their perceptions of fairness. but also their interest in seeking legal damages 

against their former employers. Tbeir intetviews of a large number of laid-off people indicated 

that 40% considered initiating a lawsuit or an EEOC complainL Some 23% actually talked to a 

lawyer or EEOC official. and 7% aclualJy filed a suit or a complainL Logistic regression analyses 

found that the strongest predictor of the willingness to consider legal action, or 10 actualJy take 

action. was respondents' perceptions that they were treated without dignity or in a disrespectful 

fashion at the time of their dismissaL In facL whereas only 16% of those treated well thought 
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about suing, 66% of those treated poorly thought ahout suing. Additional evidence suggestS that 

victims' reactions to layoffs depended on the.degree of hann the layoff caused them: the 

perceived fairness of the layoff procedures predicted the reactions of victims who felt harmed by 

the layoffs better thao it did the reactions of those who were less adversely affected. These 

fiudings replicate an identical reaction identified by Broclmer et 8J. (1994, Study I) .. 

Layoff survivors. Considerable research also has examined the reactions of layoff 

survivors. As one might imagine. survivors do not respond positively to watching their 

coworlrers lose their jobs, often arousing "surviv.:>r guilt" As we described earlier, Brockner et 

I 
aI. (1990) found that when a justification was provided for others' layoffs, survivors responded 

more positively than wben an explanation was lacking. However, this occurred only under 

conditions in which survivors had a high need for infonnation-that is, wben individuals were 

uncertain ahout the process used to detennine the layoffs and wben these negative outcomes were 

imponant to them. Although social accounts are important this is only the case when these 

accounts are believed 10 be true. Mellor (1992) examined survivors' commitment to their union 

following layoffs. The company blamed the job terminations on the uniori. Survivors who 

believed this account, expressed low commitment to their union when the layoff was severe. 

However, when the account was not believed or when the Jayoffs were less severe, commitment 

to the union was higher. 

Brockner et al. (1994, Studies 2 and 3) also examined. survivors' reactions to layoffs as a 

function of procedural justice, operationalized as advance notice of a forthcoming layoff, and 

outcomes, the level of layoff beoefits provided. They found the expected interaction: Procedures 

were stronger determinants of employees' responses to layoffs wben benefits were uofavorahle 

compared to when they were favorable. These fmdings need to be considered in light of those 

obtained by Brockner et al. (1990). In each case, an aspect of procedural justice (be it • ~ial 

account or advance norice) was an important predictor of reactions, but only when the outcome 

was severely negative (i.e., when the endangered job was imponant or the level of benefits was 

low). These findings provide strong support for the interaction model of justice described earlier. 
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They also send a clear message to organizations who are fon:ed to layoff employees: To 

minimize negative reactioos among survivOtS. conduct layoffs fairly (such as by fully explaining 

its need and by giving advance notice). and clearly elucidate that these practices were followed. 

Reaping the benefits of carrying out fair procedures frequently requires calling others' attention 

to them (Greenberg, 199Oc). 

Otpnjnrional Citjvn:sbip Behavior 

To the extent that people are strongly committed to organizations they believe have treared 

them fairly, it follows that they would be willing to contribute to its weD-being, even if this 

involves going above and beyond thecaU of duty. This is the idea beItind organizational 

citizenship behaviors (OCB)-t.hose belpful and supportive IChMS h¥ emplofOOS that are nOL 
. -

Plrt of their formal job deacription. Examples include showing courtesy to others. being 

conscientious about work, being a "good sport" abuut doing extra work, and generally protecting 

the organization's property. Insofar as people may have only limited control over some of their 

work outcomes. and may be reluctant lower them in response to underpayment,. work output 

may not be the most sensitive indicants of feelings of injustice (Greenberg, 1982). However, 

given that OCB is discretionary, and people are free to engage in them or to forgo them if they 

wish, these behaviors may be highly reactive 10 fair and unfair treatment (Greenberg, 1993d). 

Not sUIprisingly. considerable attention has been paid 10 understanding the relationship berween 

justice and OCB (for a review, see Organ and Moorman, 1993). 

As Organ (1990) and Reed and KeDy (1993) discuss, Q!;Jl.is based on employees' 

. notions of social exchange. When an organization treats individuals fairly, they are likely to 

reciprocate by exerting extra effort on the firm's behalf (ef. Organ & Konovsky. 1989). 

Empirical evidence suggests that justice, especially procedural justice, is relared to OCB (e.g.. 

BaD. Trevillo. & Sims, 1994; Konovsky & Folger. 1991b). Some OCB studies have 

demoostrared this effect, although they have been nonspecifIC as to the type of justice involved. 

For example. Deluga (1994) found that a general measure of fairness was associared with severaJ 

, 
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aspectS of OCB. Likewise. Konovsky and Organ (in press) found that a composite variable that 

they c:alled justicelsalisfaclion predicted various OCB dimensions. 

One of the earliest studies to examine different types of juslice was conducted in a 

Taiwanese government ministty. Farh. Podsakoff. and Organ (1990) fol!D'l that procedural 
~ 

justice was related to the altruism dimension of OCB. However. for the compliance dimension. 

procedural juslice did not account for a significant amount of the variance above and beyond the 

effect of job scope. Extending the work of Farh et al. (1990) in an American sample. Moorman 

(1991) assessed five dimensions of OCB: altruism. courtesy. sportsmanship. conscientiousness. 

and civic virtue. Neither distributive justice nor formal procedural justice predicted any of these 

dimensions. However. intgr'M;UoaaJ jnstice predicted all but civic virtue. Similarly. Lee (1995) 

also found that the social aspects of juslice predicted all of these dimensions except civic virtue. 

but that formal procedures were related to OCB. FInally. Niehoff and Moorman (1993) obtained 

a mixed pattern. Formal procedures predicted courtesy. sportsmansbip. and conscientiousness. 

although interactional justice was associated with only sportsmanship. Further muddying the 

waters. Konovsky. Elliott. and Pugh (1995) found that procedural justice was the better 

predictor of OCB in an American sample. whereas distributive juslice was the better predictor of 

OCB in a Mexican sample. 

The best summary that can be given at this lime is that.JlW"olluni j..a.e is a letter 

PlJ:IILC!or of OCB than distribulive juslice (for Americans. at least). However. it remains unclear 

which particular components of procedural justice. structural or social. best predict which 

particular forms of OCB. The picture is further complicated by the possibility that procedural 

justioe may be an indirect predictor of OCB. This possibility has been suggested by Konovsky. 

Elliott. and Pugh (1995). wbo found that procedural justice was correlated with trust in their 

survey of hospital workers. Trust. in tum. was associated with OCB. These findings call our 

attention to the possibility that procedural justice is only correlated with OCB by way of its . 

influence on trusL This possibility is in keeping with the role of trust as a mediator of procedural . 

juslioe identified by Brockner and Siegel (in press; Siege~ Brockner. & Tyler 1995). 
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Employee Theft 

Our discussion of !he link between justice and prosocial acts of OIl!anizationai citizenship 

may be juxtaposed with an emerging literature on justice and !he antisocial act of employee !heft 

(Oreenberg, in press). From !he perspective of distributive justice, stealing company property may 

be uoderstood as an attempt to re-establish equity between me parties involved in a Social exchange 

relationship (for a review, see Greenberg & Scott, 1996). Specifica1Iy, in terms of equity !heory 

(Adams. 1965), employees who believe !hey are receiving insufficient outcomes (e.g., pay) in 

exchange for !heir work contributions may effectively raise these oul£omes by stealing, !hereby 

redressing !heir perceived inequities with !heir employer. 

Greenberg has empirically demonstrated !his phenomenon in a series of studies. In !he 

first, a quasi-experiment conducted in an OIl!anization, Greenberg (199Ob) compared the theft rates 

within three manufacntring plants belonging to !he same company. In two of these factories 

(comprising !he experimental groups), ali employees encountered a pay-cut of 15% over a 100weelc 

period as !he company's response to a financial crisis. A third plant, with demogrspbically similar 

employees, in which there were no pay cuts; served as the control group. Insofar as employees in 

!he first two planlS received lower pay than !hey had in !he past, !hey were considered to have 

suffered underpayment inequity. To assess theft, slalldard measures of shrinkage were taken by 

1 

agents unaware of !he 'tody. Consistent with equity theory, Greenberg (l990b) found that !heft 

rates were significantly higher within !he plants in which employees' pay was cut than in !he 

control group. These differences are particularly dramatic when one considers that theft rates were 

consistently low in ali three plants both before !he pay cut, and also after regular rates of pay were 

reinstated. 

Going beyond !his straightforward test of equity theory, this investigation also considered 

!he social determinantS of justice by examining !he manner in which !he pay cut was explained to 

!he worlrers in !he two experimental groups. Employees at one plant, selected at random, were 

given an elaborate and c&!ing explanation of !he need for pay to be cut (!he adequate explanation 

condition). By conttasl, workers in !he other experimental plant were given limited information 

, 
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about the need for the pay cut. accompanied by only superfICial expressions of remorse (the 

inadequate explanation condition). The differences between these two plants was striking: Over 

twice as much theft ClCC1lITed in the plant whose employees received the inadequate explanation 

compared 10 the plant whose employees received the adequate explanation. 

54 

These dramatic findings are limited by the confounding of two key variabJes.-the amount 

of information presented about the reason for the pay cut. and the amount of sensitivity shown 

regarding the impact of the pay cul To elimirutte this confounding. Greenberg (1993a) 

independeotJy manipulated these variables in a follow-up experiment conducted in a Iabonuory 

settiog. Undergraduates were hired 10 perfonn a c1erical task in exchange for $5 per hour. a rate 

shown in pretesting 10 be perceived as fair. After perfonning the task. a random half of the 

participants (the underpaid group) were IOId that they would be paid only $3. The other half of the 

participants (the equitably paid group) were told they would be paid the $5 promised. 

As he announced the pay rate. Greenberg systematica1ly manipulated the quality of the 

information used as the basis for establishing the pay rate. giving an explanation that was either 

extremely thorough and based on ostensibly verified facts (the high valid information condition) or 

one that was extremely incomplete and based on questionshle facts (the low valid information 

condition). He also manipulated. via his remarks. the amount of remorse and concern shown for 

having caused the underpayment. demonstrating either great amounts (the high social sensitivity 

condition) or very limited amounts (the low social sensitivity condition). After treating the subjectS 

in these manners. the experimenter left subjects alone in a room with an ostensibly unknown sum 

of money and invited them to take the amount they were supposed 10 take (Le .• $3 in the 

underpayment group and $5 in the equitable payment group). However. because the experimenter 

knew the exact amount of money left on the desk. he was able 10 determine precisely how much 

was taken. Amounts lit excess of the stated wages were considered theft. 

Consistent with equity theory. subjects who were equitably paid did not steai, whereas 
------ --

those who were underpaid did steai. In particular, the amount they stole was dependeot upon the 

way they were treated. Subjects receiving high amounts of information stole less than those 

, 
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receiving low amounts. Likewise, those treated with high levels of social sensitivity stole less than 

those receiving low levels. Furthennore, these effects combined in an additive fashion: Those 

receiving high amounts of both variables stole the least, wbereas those receiving low amounts of 

both stole the mosL 

'

These findings soggest not only that pay inequity induces thef~ but also that the amount of 

theft in which people engage depends on the nature of the interpeISOnallreatment they receive: 

Positive treatment (ie., thorough infonnation presented in a socially sensitive manner) at the hands 

of an authority figure lowers theft. People are interested in evening the score with those who have 

treated them inequirably, and use theft as a device for doing so-particularly when the source of 

the inequity shows little coneem and remorse. When Greenberg's (1993a) subjects stole the money 

they may have been attempting to make up for the unde!pllyment they received at tbe bands of the 

investigator. or they may have been attempting to reraliate against the investigator by taking too 

much money. Indeed. both restitution and retaliation are possible responses to theft-induced 

inequities. Because taking more money.than.one is supposed to simulraneously advanrages oneself 

and disadvanrages the authority figure. it is impossible to distinguish between the restitution and 

retaliation motives for thefL Acknowledging this limiration. Greenberg (1994b) replicated and 

extended this study in a manner that made it possible to deduce subjects' underlying motives for 

stealing. 

The task subjects perfonned consisted of counting small round objects and packaging "them 

into rolls so they could be easily counted. In one coadition the objects were 25¢ coins (quarters). 

In another condition, they were similarly-si",d objects-lithium batteries ssid to be valuable 

experimental prototypes. Subjects perfonned the task alone in rooms in which buckets of either 

quarters or baueries were put in front of them. Some sulUects encountered an unde!pllyment 

inequity as they completed the task: they were told that they would only be paid $3 for the half

hour's work instead of the $6.00 they were initially promised. After this announcement was made, 

the experimenter left the room. but not before giving subjects three 51 bills. Subjects then 

completed a questiounaire while in the presence of the coins or batteries they were counting. As in 
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the Greenberg (1993a) study. the explanation for this sU1Jlrising negative tum of events was either 

1IIoroughly explained or not 1IIorougbly explained. and in a manner that demonstrated either a high 

or low level of dignity and personal concern. Because the nwnber of batteries or coins in 1IIe 

bucket was known in advance (although subjects were led to believe otherwise), it was possible to 

detennine if they bad stolen anything. It was reasooed 1hat any theft of the baneries could be 

inierpreted as an act of retaliation insofar as it only would hann the cornPIIIIY but be of no value to -
the subjects themselves. However. theft of the quarters would mutua1ly harm 1IIe company while 

beoefiting themselves (making the motive at least retaliation. but also possibly restitution). Thus. in 

j;bis study. the items stolen were takeR as Gues t& the YaQerIymg motives for the theft. 

When the subjects were waiting with qlll111ers. the results replicated those of Greenberg 

(1993a). That is. both information and sensitivity independently affected theft: When both were 

high theft was lowest; when both were low. theft was highes~ and when one factor was high and 

the other low. theft was intermediate. However. when subjects were worlcing with the allegedly 

valuable lithium batteries the only variable that affected theft was the amount of respect and dignity 

shown while explaining the inequity.Wbeo the level of di ni displayed was high. theft was low 

or nonexistent. Howeyer. whe was low. the level of theft rose considerably. By contrast. the 

amount of information presented about 1IIe reasons for the unexpectedly low pay had no effects on 

the stealing of batteries; the level of theft observed in this condition was quite low. These results 

suggest that the combined effects of treating penple inequitably while failing 10 treat them with 

dignity and respect led them to retaliate against the source of their hann. the authority figure. 

The sociologist, Kemper (1966) bas referred to this type of retaliative behavior as 

~~~~~~ deviance that results wbeo an authority figure defaults on his or her 

o to an individual. In fact the acts of "striking back" observed here in response 10 an 

inequity, are conceptua1ly consistent with the inequitable conditions Kemper (1966) identified as 
/ 

inviting reciprocal deviance. However, it is interesting to note that it was not just the inequity 1hat 

triggered theft, but the inequity augmented by a lack of persona1 sensitivity. This combination 

appenrs 10 have added insult 10 injury. triggering an interest in retaliation. This is not to say that 

, 
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the retaliation response is pureJywithout benefit for the hanndoer. Although acts of reciprocal 

deviance may fail to redress au inequity financially, they may do so symbolically. That is, if one 

cannot directly benefit oneself, then at least one can derive satisfaction from knowing that one has 

harmed another who has harmed oneself. 

Taken together, the Greenberg studies (l990b, 1993a, 1994b) suggest that it is not only the· 

magnitude of the inequity that determines thef~ but also the DX that inequity is presented-that is, 

the treatment of employees. Further illustratiog this point, Greenberg (19940) administered a 

questionnaire to workers assessing their perceptions of various aspects of unfairness in their 

workplace. The respondents were approached as they recorded their "punch out" times on a piece 

of paper while the investigator surreptitiously noted the actuaI1imes they stopped in front of the 

clock. (A sign informed the workers that the time clock was being repaired, and directed them to 

record their names and ''punch ou(' times on a form provided for that purpose. A large digital clock 

was placed where the time clock was usually fonod.) By comparing the actual"pnoch ou(' times 

with those recorded, a measure of time theft was created-the reportiog of more time than actually 

worked. Although-the actual amount-.of time theft was rather low, variance in this measure was 

significantly accounted for by responses to sevetal questionnaire items. Two varisbles best 

predicted time theft: the amount of compassion shown by supervisors, and the degree of respect 

employers show for employees. By con~ general measures of pay fairness were weaker 

predictors of thefL Again, these findings suggest that theft is associated with unfair treatment of an 

interpersonal nature. Uncaring, inconsiderate supervision is a key determinant of employee thefl 

In summary, it appears that employee theft is more than simply an attempt to restore a 

mathematical balance between outcomes and inputs. Snch inequities appear to be necessary for 

theft to occUr, but may not always be sufficient What needs to be added 10 the formula for 

predictiog employee theft is improper social treatment-variously called social insensitivity,lack 

of dignity, rudeoess. disrespect, or lack of compassion. Thus, wbereas insufficient outcomes 

may atimulale awareness of inequilable staleS, it requires social insensitivity to this condition to 

trigger the theft response. 
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Conclusion 

Our review of !he recent literature on organizatiooal justice has distinguished between 

various types of justice and has examined the relationships betw<en them. We saw that fairness 

is an important detenninant of a variety of important work outcomes, such as commitment. 

turnover in1entions, and organizatiooal citizenship behaviors. Especially consequential is the 

manner in which organizatiooal justice theories have been applied to a host of managerial 

practices, ineluding selection, theft-prevention, and conflict-resolution. When fairness is 

incorpora1ed into these practices, beneficial outcomes accrue to both individuals and the 

organizations employing them. 

If nothing else, our analysis demonstrates that justice is a common theme that cuts across - -
all aspects of work life, providing coherence and unity to an array of organizatiooal practices that 

otherwise might appear unconnected. This is not to say that fairness is the only~ or even the 

most, important consideration in organizational practice. Our point is more modest-but only 

slighdy so: Justice can be a consideration in virtually everything that an organization does 
~ -

because it is through its policies and 'procedures that a company defines its relationship to each 

employee. In otJ:'!:r wonds, fairness partially detennines bow an organization and its members 

treat one another. It provides a framework within which individuals and institutions in1eract. This 

relationship, when charac1eri""d by fairness and mutual respect. is a healthy soUn:< of morale 

lind productive behavior (Rosen, 1991). We believe that it is implicit recognition of this 

important point that has stimulated SO much allention to mat1etS of organizatiooal justice in recent 

years. In a field lacking any established research paradigm or unifying theory, and only limi1ed 

conceptual agreement. the maze of research on organizational justice has grown inereasingly 

complex. Hopefully, by tunneling through this maze, our guided lOUr of the li1erature has 

convinced readers that the journey is worthwhile. 

, 
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Figure Caption 

FjiJl!l' 1. Geoeral fonn of procedure-by-out£ome inlllt'aCtions for work-related attitudes (left 

panel) and self-evaJuations (right panel)_ 
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